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Chapter 1

Introduction

Virtual beings are easy to encounter in present world. Although belong-
ing to the world of computer science any person can come to contact with a
character ‘living’ inside a machine.

Intelligent agents [31, ch. 2] are mostly associated with computer games
or training programs, but they are indeed already part of our everyday life.
Things like robotic vacuum cleaners have already found way to people’s house-
holds. There can be variety of intelligent agents, some of them can have virtual
body, and some of them can even possess a physical humanoid body. They can
interact with humans or with other agents, they can learn or have artificial
emotions. The advance in the field is so fast it may even cause some people to
fall in love with virtual beings.

In this work we will be working with a prototype of virtual agent performing
various everyday tasks in an environment of artificial town. Our agent will be
based on a bot from an FPS computer game although there will be no shooting
and almost no gaming involved. We are not going to create the agent from
scratch, we will rather take one suitable for our research and enhance it with
addition of a new memory module.

Using available resources we will create bot in the environment of a small
town. Our bot will have its own virtual body and we will be able to see it as
it moves through the entire town and as it performs various different tasks.
Building from an agent created previously by Ondrej Burkert [8], we will take
advantage of a bot capable of independent movement and with the ability to
follow predefined plans consisting of numerous actions.

In our work we will take this agent and further increase its abilities by
adding a module for episodic memory [34], in other words he will be able to
remember what he did and answer questions about his previous experiences.

Based on various definitions of artificial intelligence, four different ap-
proaches displayed in figure 1.1 can be followed [31, p. 2]. We might want to
base intelligent systems on the knowledge already known about human mind
or we might want it just to act like human beings with no focus on its inside
mechanisms. We might want to use agent systems flawlessly performing de-
signed tasks or using the rules of logic create systems able of mathematically
precise reasoning.
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Think like humans Think rationally 

Act like humans Act rationally 

Figure 1.1: Four different approaches to artificial intelligence

In our work we will be using first two approaches, ”think like humans”
and ”act like humans”. We will base our model of memory on psychological
theories and eventually we will want our agent’s behavior to be believable to
human beings.

Human brain is not only fallible, in some situations it even makes mistakes
regularly and predictably [3, ch. 4]. This also hold true for otherwise remark-
ably efficient memory of human beings. It has been proved that people can
sometimes remember events that either never happened or that their memory
can significantly differ from an actual experienced event. Such memories are
called false memories. In our work we will also replicate results of experiments
dealing with false memories. It is therefore not desired to approach artificial
intelligence as something that either thinks or acts rationally.

The goal of our work is to design a model of episodic memory and imple-
ment its prototype. The model needs to be based on our knowledge of human
mind. The evaluation of our model will be performed in the form of exper-
iments. We will not insist on the perfect memory one might expect from a
computer prototype, we will rather want to show that our memory can make
mistakes, and we will want these mistakes to resemble the mistakes occurring
in human memory, as shown by experiments of Furman et. at. [14] and Brewer
and Treyens [4].

In this thesis we are going to mention known properties of human mind and
the previous works we will be building on, however the core chapters describe
the design of our model of episodic memory and the results it delivered.

Chapter two will digress into the field of psychology and summarize the es-
sential knowledge about human memory. We will speak about episodic memory,
discuss its different features and look into actual data collected from exper-
iments on real people. We will select the results that could be potentially
confronted with the results generated by our memory model.

In chapter three we will introduce the Pogamut platform for creating in-
telligent agents and we will describe the previous works we will be using as
foundations for our work.

In chapter four we will propose an actual architecture of a memory model.
We will speak about all advantages and disadvantages of different approaches
before reaching the final implementation used for the model evaluation.

Chapters five and six will outline the experiments used for model evaluation
and present the results of these experiments. Experiments will include medium-
term simulation of agent’s life, where an agent will live in the environment of
virtual town for an interval of approximately four weeks. We will also look for
existence of false memories and other features of human episodic memory.
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Chapter 2

Psychological Background

In psychology, memory is the ability of an organism to store, retain and
recall information and experiences. Various different types of memory were
described over the time, depending on the length of retention, type of stored
information, properties of recollection. In our work we will be interested in
specific types of memory and foremost in the episodic memory, although our
inspiration might sometimes come from the researches of memory in general.

One common division of memory is the separation into short term and long
term memory [1, p. 727]. The distinction between them lies in the length of
retention periods and capacity. While short term memory allows us to remem-
ber limited number of items for a period of seconds and minutes, long term
memory does not have a strict capacity or retention period limit.

In our work we will have an agent performing repetitive tasks for a period of
several days or a few weeks. Any retention curves found in the experiments with
sequences of random numbers being shown to people [5] will not be useful for
creation of our memory model. We will focus solely on the long term memory
and even there we will look mainly on experiments ranging from one day to
approximately four weeks. Our agent will live in one environment for the entire
run of simulation and the actual simulation might be running too long if we
would like to perform experiments lasting one year or longer, therefore we will
also exclude the experimental data dealing with lifelong knowledge or with
retention periods of decades.

Another common distinction between the types of memory is classification
by information type. Here we distinguish between procedural, semantic and
episodic memory.

Procedural memory differs from the other two types since it is not based on
conscious recall of information. It usually deals with motor skills and includes
for example the ability to ride a bicycle, dance or use cutlery.

Semantic memory deals with remembering general facts about objects or
abstract entities. We use semantic memory when we try to recollect the capital
city of some country or when we need to remember the value of pi and the
equation for area of a circle.

The third type, episodic memory, deals with a memory of events personally
experienced by one person. It includes recollections of various actions, ranging
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from brushing teeth in the morning to a holiday in Paris experienced two years
ago. But apart from the memories of performed actions, it also incorporates
some knowledge about other people or objects. Recollecting the details of rare
artwork or moves of beautiful dancer also belong to episodic memory.

In our work, we will be implementing a module for episodic memory, it is
therefore clear that we will be mostly interested in details of this type of mem-
ory. Still, our model can contain several parts that will share characteristics
with either procedural or semantic memory, thus few detours into the other
types of memory are expected.

2.1 Episodic Memory

As mentioned previously, episodic memory contains the memories for events
experienced personally. Episodic memory comes very close to autobiographical
memory containing episodes from the life of an individual.

In our case, however, we will only be interested in memories of events agent
can actively recollect. Although knowledge of one’s birthplace may be catego-
rized as autobiographical, it is the kind of knowledge agent cannot remember
experiencing [37].

Due to the lack of input information from agent’s early life, our memory
will only contain the memories of actions actually performed during the sim-
ulation. We will therefore concentrate on the features of human memory and
experiments dealing with this episodic type of memory.

Episodic memories can contain more information than just traces of actions
performed by an individual. Experienced events are encoded into memory in
much wider form. Even most insignificant details might often be stored in
memory for a long time. Episodic memories include many details including
people involved in the events, objects used or seen during the event, the time
and the date when the event happened or the feeling felt by an individual
during the event.

Amount of information available to human senses is enormous, it is much
higher than we are able to process or remember. An effective filtering takes
place even before the information is stored in the memory, as only a fraction
of information flooding into the brain is sufficient to saturate the perceptual
capacity [13, p. 348]. In our case however, there will be only limited information
coming from the simulation of agent’s life. In order to take advantage of as
much available information as possible, it does not make sense for us to address
this filtering process. In our case, the filtering will be done by the simulation
itself and memory should be able to process all the inputs it gets.

Once the information is stored in memory, it needs to be retained there,
otherwise it would not be possible to recollect it later. However, not all in-
formation is retained, and significant amount gets forgotten over time. It is
not clear how exactly this process runs, but there were numerous experiments
performed in this field and we will mention some of them together with various
hypotheses on forgetting mechanisms in the next section.
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We are able to find out what information was successfully retained in the
memory by asking the subjects to recall desired memories. Based on the suc-
cessful recall we know the information exists in memory, but in the case of
unsuccessful recall we cannot be sure the information is missing. Success of
recall is highly dependent on the presented cues. [36]

Memory retrieval can be direct or generative [?, p. 214]. Generative retrieval
uses more complex information to come to a desired answer. Knowing that the
particular event happened in the winter because of the strong memory of a
snowstorm is an example of generative retrieval. Mechanisms allowing such
concatenation of memories might be complex and they could provide enough
challenging questions for a separate thesis. In our work, we will include only
the direct retrieval without any tools for automatic abstraction of the stored
knowledge.

Based on the detailed analysis of particulate features of retrievals, several
models of a memory structure have been proposed by scientists over the world
[19]. Analyzing the speed of retrievals, the amount and the quality of retrieved
information provide specific clues speaking for and against the individual mod-
els.

The research of Wagenaar [36] provided valuable data for study of the
long-term memory. Over the period of six years, he wrote down the events he
experienced in format of what, where, when happened, who was involved and
other features of individual events. The retrieval was fastest when what cue
was presented. Where and who came next, while when was apparently of very
little use.

Is it possible that the relationship between the retrieval time and the cue
type could indicate that there is some kind of organization of memories in-
volved? Nowadays it is rarely thought that individual memories are just ran-
domly located in the episodic memory, most people agree that some kind of
index mechanisms exist in the human brain.

Best retrieval results for what cue suggest that the memories can be ordered
thematically. Quite complex model of knowledge structures was created by
Conway [11]. He proposed that while a bunch of individual memories might
exist in the memory, they are indexed by more general events. These general
events can vary from events like for example pay rise, to memories of specific
people or places like a memory of old high school teacher or the scenery of
Paris. All the general events are then supposed to be grouped into so called
life themes, which can be for example work, school, family or relationships.

Conway’s structure is well defined and would be a good inspiration for a
computer model of memory but unfortunately it is not very suitable for the de-
sign of our agent. We will be performing only simulation up to approximately
four weeks of life of single agent in a rather small environment. To take advan-
tage of the proposed structures, it would require a simulation of several years
of agent’s life involving much more other agents and more varied locations.
Still, it may be possible to create similar indexing by involved objects when
locating individual memories.

Another implication of the retrieval times for different cues is coming from
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the huge inefficiency of the when cue compared to the other cues. It might
suggest that memories are not structured by precise days but in larger time
blocks in which the chronological property of memories might be lost.

2.2 Gist and Detail Separation

Autobiographical memories are not just a simple bunch of randomly stored
traces in human brain, but rather a well-structured and organized set. It may
seem nearly impossible to find out how the data are stored in memory, but
there are several concepts that have been explained and validated in several
psychological researches.

One commonly accepted concept is the existence of scripts or schemas in
human memory. The reality of scripts has been shown in work of Bower and
colleagues [2]. The scripts are similar to a high level set of actions that form
one general event. These scripts can then be divided in smaller scripts formed
by subset of actions. In their research, Bower and colleagues demonstrated
that there is a large agreement over the general scripts and small subscripts
between all of the subjects.

One example of such scripts can be for example the script for eating in
a restaurant. It would consist of actions like entering a restaurant, finding a
seat, ordering a meal, eating, paying for the meal and leaving. The action of
paying for the meal can form a smaller subscript formed by the actions of
asking the waiter for a receipt, receiving the receipt, calculating the tip and
actually paying. The actions in scripts are ordered and goal-directed [38].

It was shown that script relevant and script irrelevant cues have differ-
ent properties. Nakamura et al. [26] performed an experiment where students
attended a staged lecture and the lecturer performed number of actions and
gestures with different relevancy to a standard lecture script. The experiment
showed that script irrelevant actions were recognized better than script rel-
evant ones and that script relevant actions, that were not performed by the
lecturer, were more often incorrectly remembered by the students. This sug-
gests that unusual events are more memorable than the usual script related
ones.

Another famous experiment related to this topic is the room schema ex-
periment. Schemata is another term for the concept of scripts suggesting that
in human memory there is a structure for various generic knowledge about
things called schema. This was supported by the experiment performed by
Brewer and Treyens [4], where number of students visited graduate student’s
office. The office contained number of objects both expected to be present in
such room and several items that would be considered out of place (e.g. a
skull) Students were later asked which objects were present in the room. The
experiment demonstrated that there is a positive correlation between schema
expectancy and recollection of the object. Another factor affecting the results
was the saliency of items. Salient items present in the room were more often
recalled or recognized by students, while saliency was negatively correlated
with the recognition for non-present objects.
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Both experiments with lecture script and room schema would suggest a
presence of a schema-tag model [33] in human memory. This model suggests
that memory is formed by a schema and attached tags provide additional
details over the generic knowledge inferred from schema.

However, as always, there are some studies proposing that the reality is in
fact more complicated. In one of the experiments with the script concept by
Brewer and Tenpenny, subjects were presented with a script like story consist-
ing of sentences of four categories. Some were consistent with the script, some
were specific instances of details, some were irrelevant to the script and some
were inconsistent with the script. As the script schema-tag model suggests,
subjects performed better at recalling the script consistent and instantiated
sentences that the ones irrelevant to the schema. However, while in the room
experiment mentioned earlier the subjects recalled more inconsistent cues, this
time the experiment showed that inconsistent sentences were not recalled as
often as the ones consistent with the script [38, p. 31].

Another concept of structuring the memories in human brain is the concept
of gist and verbatim memory traces. It is similar to already presented concepts
of scripts and schemas as it also states that general information is stored in a
different way than details. An interesting experiment supporting this division
was performed by Draine and Greenwald [12]. In one of their experiments they
showed short names to the subjects and asked them to identify the gender
of each of the names. While this seems like an easy task, the catch was that
the name was presented only for a brief interval and subjects had to decide
virtually immediately as they had to answer the question about quarter of
a second after presenting the target name. Apart from this presentation of a
target name, another name was presented to the subjects (so called prime)
just before the target one, however it was presented for even shorter duration.
This time interval was so short that the subjects did not have enough time to
even recognize whether the word had any meaning or if it was just a bunch of
random letters. However, the interesting finding was that even though subjects
did not have enough time to identify the prime name, the subjects were more
successful in identifying the gender of target word, if the genders of prime and
target word matched. It was suggested that when our brain is searching for
a cue based on a visual input, retrieving gist information and exact verbatim
information takes different time and likely follows different processes.

This division of memory traces between gist and verbatim parts is now
commonly accepted phenomenon also sometimes referred to as the fuzzy-trace
theorem. Scientists have suggested that this division is not only present when
encoding the memory, but also during the memory consolidation and reasoning.
It was shown that people are often prone to making decisions based on the
general meaning (e.g. outcome is bad) instead of exact quantified values [30].

2.3 Forgetting

How exactly does forgetting work in human memory? This question was
asked by many people for a long time, but no one was able to state the exact
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rules for forgetting of stored information yet.
One of the reasons why it is so hard to examine forgetting is the uneven

relationship between questions if something is remembered and if something is
forgotten. If we find out that the subject is able to recall the stored information,
it is clear evidence that the information was not forgotten. On the other hand,
if the subject is not able to recall some information, it does not necessarily
prove that the memory trace does not exist and that the information was
really forgotten. The retrieval is a mysterious process and the result always
depends on the presented cues and other variables. One example would be the
previously mentioned research of Wagenaar [36], where he found out that the
when cue was often insufficient to trigger the recall of an event while the event
could be recollected if more cues where presented.

The topic is so complex that even the most basic question, if complete for-
getting really exists, does not have a clear answer [13]. The possibility that our
brain remembers all information previously stored in it and that the retrieval
problem is caused only by the absence of correct cues needed to retrieve the
information. However, the general agreement is that it is possible to completely
forget a stored memory.

Another debate is held around the question whether the forgetting exists
because the traces of memories is fading over time or because they are mixed
with traces of similar memories experienced by subjects over time. A research
on these two types of forgetting was performed by Linton [20] when she did
a systematic 6-year study on her own memory. She logged the events she
experienced on a daily bases and tried to remember and date them later. She
concluded that for repeating events, the forgetting occurred because the events
became indistinguishable from each other, but also that some single events
had been forgotten without mixing with other experiences. Approximately 30
percent of the events had been totally forgotten after six years.

The exact rate of forgetting has been studied by many scientists who tried
to come up with a formula telling how much information will a subject re-
member based on the retention interval since the storage of the information.
To understand how difficult is it to find such a rule, we can look on the work
by Chechile [9] who mentions fifteen different retention functions proposed in
various researches.

Generally, the researches on the topic of forgetting and forgetting curves
aim on studying the short-term memory, where it is easier to prevent an im-
measurable reimbursing of traces in subjects’ minds. There were plenty of
researches performed where the subjects were asked to remember the list of
random letters or words and it was later measured how many of them were
remembered after various intervals. The measured intervals were usually in the
order of seconds or minutes, and the subjects were given some intermediate
task to keep their mind occupied during these intervals. The proposed forget-
ting curves for short-term memory can be often quite accurately matched with
the experiment data. One of such proposed formula backed up by real data is
described in a work by Brown et al. [5]
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When it comes to forgetting, a special case of memories are the flashbulb
memories [6]. These are unusually vivid memories of some very dramatic, im-
portant or emotional events experienced by the people. An example of such
memory can be for example the memory of events of 9/11. Most people have a
clear memory of where they were and what they were doing when they heard
about the terrorist attacks.

Flashbulb memories were also subjects of various studies and some scien-
tists claim that they are indeed imprinted to the memory by a unique process
different from standard encoding of a new memory [7]. Other studies suggest
that flashbulb memories are not different from the other memories and they are
remembered better only because of the frequent rehearsal. One of such studies
was performed by McCloskey et al. [25] when they tested subjects’ memory of
the explosion of Challenger space-shuttle. They found discrepancies and clear
signs of forgetting between the recollections performed a few days and nine
months after the tragedy.

Not exactly falling into the definition of flashbulb memories are various
first time and unique experiences that usually show lower forgetting than other
events [38, p. 29].

2.4 False Memories

Human memory is not a fool-proof instrument. It often fails, not only by
being unable to recollect previously stored information, but moreover it some-
times recollects an information that was never stored in it in the first place.
Fortunately for us, this does not happen randomly and the phenomenon of
false memories have already been a subject of many studies and publications
[3].

In previous sections we already talked about several occurrences of false
memory. One example was the room schema experiment. The results of this
experiment concluded that schema coherent objects that were not present in
the room are predictably prone to higher false alarm rates than other objects.

Another example of predictable false memory deals with the Deese-Roediger-
McDermott (DRM) lists [32]. In this procedure, the subject is presented with
a list of words (e.g. bed, rest, awake, tired, dream, yawn) all related to the
one non-present word known as lure (e.g. sleep). The task of the subject is to
recall as many of the presented words as possible. About half of the partici-
pants reported that they were sure that they have seen the lure word in the
presented list [32].

Whole new category of false memories are the memories created long time
after experiencing the actual event. These show how memories can be altered
by the external elements at various points during the retention interval or at
the moment of performing the recall. There are known examples of such false
memories related to the eye-witness testimonies.

It was shown that the exact wording or a question can have significant
effect on the answers of the witnesses. In one experiment performed by Loftus
and Palmer [23] subjects viewed a short film of a traffic accident. Half of the
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subjects were then asked how fast did the cars go when they smashed in to
each other. The other half was asked about the speed of the cars when they hit
each other. Some time later, both groups were asked if they saw some broken
glass in the film. The experiment shown that the first group was much more
likely to falsely remember seeing the broken glass in the accident.

In other experiment performed by Loftus et al. [21, p. 58], the subjects
were presented one of two photos of a car passing the stop sign or the same
car passing the yield sign. They were then asked another question randomly
referencing either the stop sign or the yield sign. After twenty minute filler
activity they were shown two almost identical photos - one with the stop sign
and one with the yield sign and they were supposed to pick the one they saw
initially. The experiment results showed that if question was consistent with
the original picture, 75 percent of the subjects responded accurately. However
if the question provided misleading information, only 41 percent of the subjects
responded correctly, the value even below the level of random guessing.
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Chapter 3

Pogamut Project and Previous
Works

The following chapter describes the works done by other people on the De-
partment of Software and Computer Science Education on Charles University
that will serve as the start point for our work. It will provide the details of
used technologies and previously implemented models.

In our work we will be utilizing a Pogamut 3 [16] platform for control-
ling virtual agents in different virtual environments. We will be using Unreal
Tournament 2004 [35] as a virtual environment for simulation of our agent.
Pogamut is a Java middleware proving the link between Netbeans IDE [27]
and the Unreal Tournament 2004 environment. It contains robust logic, mak-
ing various actions performed by the virtual agents very easy to implement.
For example complex path-finding algorithms can be applied with the use of
few lines of code. It also takes care of creation of the bot instance and provides
us with all necessary tools needed to control it.

Pogamut utilizes Gamebots 2004 mod [15] for the game Unreal Tournament
2004 and also contains a Netbeans plugin providing easy bot control from the
Netbeans IDE.

 
 

Unreal Tournament 
2004 

Gamebots 
2004 

Pogamut Agent Netbeans with 
Pogamut plugin 

Figure 3.1: Architecture of the Pogamut platform.

3.1 Previous Works

We will be building our work on the elements created as part of previous
projects of Peskova [28] and Burkert [8].
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In her bachelor thesis, Peskova implemented a prototype of episodic mem-
ory module. Her memory was divided into short-term and long-term mem-
ory. Short-term memory held information about the perception field (items
presently seen by the agent), memory field for storing the results of queries
from long-term memory and a task field for holding information about cur-
rently executed tasks.

The agent was living in a small two dimensional world consisting of nine
interconnected rooms. He was able to follow various goals and use resources
to complete them. Moreover he was able to log the actions into the long-term
memory and use the stored information to tell stories from his past.

An important concept used in the work was a set of available behaviors
represented in the form of and-or trees. The notion of and-or trees is best
explained in an example. The agent is always following one top-level goal, for
example the goal to eat. He has several possibilities how to complete this goal.
Such possibilities can be for example cooking a dinner, going to a restaurant
or searching for raw food to eat. Hence, the main goal is an or node able to be
completed by any of the possible tasks. Each task is then divided into several
subgoals needed to be completed before finishing the task. In case of eating in
a restaurant, these subgoals could be: finding a good restaurant and getting
there, ordering the food, eating and paying in the end. Because all subgoals
need to be completed for a task, the task represents an and node. The concept
of and-or trees will remain a part of the model even in the following work and
in the model designed by us in this work.

The interaction with the objects was implemented according the theory of
affordances [17]. The affordance is the quality of an object which allows an
individual to perform an action. Therefore the actions performed by the agent
do not require specific objects but they can be performed by using any object
of required affordance.

Building on the work of Peskova was Ondrej Burkert, who implemented
another prototype of episodic memory for virtual agents. He used the same
concept of executing tasks defined by and-or trees and utilized the function of
short-term memory for storing information on the perception field. However,
his agent did not live in two dimensional environment any more. Burkert par-
ticipated in the development of the Pogamut platform and was able to make
his agent live in the virtual environment of the Unreal Tournament engine.

His work also includes an implementation of a simple scheduling module.
The agent performed most basic activities like eating regularly, followed a
schedule of regular tasks and filled in the remaining time with other random
activities.

In our work we will be following the work done by Ondrej Burkert, and
we will take advantage of functioning agent in a virtual environment of Unreal
Tournament and the ability to define its actions by specifying the and-or trees
of possible behaviors and agent’s schedule.
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3.2 Simulation

The following section describes the simulation of agent’s life in the virtual
environment in more detail. The scheduling algorithm chooses a top-level goal
that will be executed by the agent and the execution of this goal is then
driven by the and-or tree representing this top-level goal. During the actual
simulation the agent is not only executing atomic actions, but also collects
objects required to perform those actions.

3.2.1 Scheduling top-level goals

For an agent to start following a predefined top-level goal, a schedule must
be created first, that defines which goals can be executed at given simulation
time.

To define a schedule, we will introduce the following terms:

1. Set G is a set of all top-level goals that can be performed by an agent.
G0 is a set of all top-level goals G together with ‘nogoal′ element.

2. Transition λ is a triplet (g1, g2, T ) where g1εG0, g2εG and T is the time
interval when this transition can be applied.

3. Schedule S is a set of transitions λ and a function p assigning each
transition a probability of being applied p(λ). For a schedule to be valid,
the following must hold:

∀t∀g1εG0:
∑
λεS,λ=(g1,g2,T ),tεT p(λ) = 1

During the simulation the agent performs the top-level goals from the sched-
ule. When the execution of a top-level goal is finished, all transitions applicable
to the current simulation time and the previous top-level goal are found and
one of them is chosen according to their probabilities. In some cases (e.g. start
of simulation, no applicable transitions are found) the agent does not have to
follow any goal. In this case the next goal will be chosen from the transitions
that are applicable to the current simulation time and have no previous goal
defined. In a valid schedule, such transition has to be defined for any simulation
time.

In our implementation, both the and-or trees the schedule for selection of
agent’s goals are defined it XML format separately from simulation software.

3.2.2 Time intervals

The scheduling of top-level goals is done in an hour basis, meaning that the
boundaries of time interval in a transition will always be whole hours. Beside
hours, day of week can be defined for each time interval. An example of such
interval is [08:00, 11:00] on Monday. It is not possible to define an interval that
spreads over several days. However, it is also to define general intervals valid
for any day of the week.
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Using these time intervals, it is possible to create plans for an agent without
repeating of the actions for the period of one week. The agent can thus perform
different actions for the whole week, but unless different transition options are
available in its schedule, the top-level goals performed by the agent will repeat
themselves each week. However, this repetition is not always guaranteed. If
there are more transitions available at some point, randomization can lead to
different transition being chosen from the schedule each week.

3.2.3 Virtual environment

The actual simulation is run in Pogamut platform on the Unreal Tourna-
ment engine. A specific map is being used that contains all the objects and
places necessary to follow the agent’s plan. This means it is possible to spec-
tate the agent as he moves inside the virtual world consisting of a small town
environment. He is able to run through different buildings in the map. Dif-
ferent buildings represent his home, work, shops, restaurants, etc. The actual
atomic actions are not literally executed by the agent; he simply runs to the
adequate place on the map and sends a message about the execution of the
atomic action. Thus when actually spectating the agent during let’s say a sleep
action, we can see his figure stand by a bed and wait, but he will never actually
lie down in a bed.

All this simulation of agent’s virtual life is a stand-alone process and the
module for agent’s memory is not needed for the simulation at all. The in-
formation gets to the agent’s memory via events triggered with each atomic
action, but these events do not need to be processed in order for the simulation
to continue.

The whole package that can be used to run this simulation is available
online on the Pogamut website [29].

3.2.4 Requirements

Our implementation of the action selection mechanism in the Unreal Tour-
nament environment maintains the following qualities:

1. Capture the daily human activity regularities – It is possible to define a
schedule that captures the week of a typical person by creating a specific
schedule. Within the schedule we can define both regular activities, like
sleeping at night, and irregular ones, like visiting a play in theater or
getting drunk on a Friday night. With a correct mixture of both types
of activities we can create schedules that will result in a pattern includ-
ing working days and weekends, while still keeping reasonable level of
differences among the simulated weeks.

2. Create different behavior variants through non-determinism – Since the
selection of the goal transaction that will be applied is randomized, with
several possible goal transitions applicable at one time, the agent’s ac-
tions will not be identical for all runs of the simulation. Although it is
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desirable to maintain some regularity, like going to work on most of the
days, agent can have several possibilities how to spend free time after he
returns from work. Each time there are more goals available for the agent
to pursue, it is not known which goal will be chosen, thus with correctly
defined schedule, it is possible to achieve a non-deterministic simulation.
Another factor adding to the non-determinism of the simulation is the
execution of the goal itself. For example, the agent can have several paths
available to travel the place he needs to go to and he can use a different
path each time, what may alternatively lead to a different outcome of
the simulation.

3. Provide a non-trivial number of alternative behavior decompositions –
The availability of different behavior decomposition comes directly from
the features of and-or trees. Each time some goal has more than one
child, it means there are several actions available that lead to the sat-
isfaction of that goal. Because a different action can be used each time,
the more actions are available for satisfying goals, the more behavior
decompositions are available when pursuing a top-level goal.

4. Use a hierarchical behavior representation – Hierarchical representation
of the behavior is another property granted by the use of and-or trees.
The use of actions, goals and sub-goals in and-or trees directly offers us
the structures to define agent’s behavior in hierarchic fashion.

5. Include objects as resources of some behaviors – This requirement is met
by the use of affordances needed to perform defined actions. Each action
can have affordance slots attached to it. These affordance slots have
a defined type, or affordance. An actual object or place of particular
affordance from the environment can be used to fill the slot. In order
to successfully execute an action, all its affordances have to be available
first. For example, in order to buy some groceries, the agent needs to
localize a place with affordance ‘to shop in’ and needs to acquire an
object with affordance ‘to pay with’. Locating objects and places in the
virtual environment is done automatically by existing modules simulating
the agent’s movement in the environment.

6. Assure believable frequency of different behaviors - Believability is al-
ways a subjective concept, but when we are defining agent’s schedule we
can specify how often each top-level goal will be executed. For each goal
we can choose a different scheduling frequency ranging from several exe-
cutions a day to less than one execution in a week. This gives us enough
flexibility to define believable behaviors for our agent.

3.2.5 Domain size

For our simulation we have created a schedule representing the top-level
goals of a single worker living in a city. He is following a general plan based on
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Figure 3.2: Screenshot of the simulation showing the agent in a virtual kitchen.

a working week; he sleeps each night, goes to work on week days, and enjoys
free time during evenings and weekends. Our agent can follow 27 different top-
level goals. These range from the basic goals like sleeping to the more complex
ones like going to work, going to drink in the pub or doing physical activities.

Complex goals are defined by more complex and-or trees that allow each
execution of the top-level goal to look a little different each time it is followed
by the agent. In fact, the most complex goal defined in our simulation is the
top-level goal to work. Different possible executions of this goal can differ in
small details like going to work by foot or taking the public transportation,
or in the more important points like working in the office building or working
from home. Altogether our to work goals can be completed by 160 unique
sequences of atomic actions.

Of course not all available top-level goals offer such variability and there
are several goals, like sleeping, that offer no variability at all. However more
than half of our 27 different top-level goals offer at least 10 different ways how
the goal can be satisfied.
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Chapter 4

Model of Artificial Episodic
Memory

In the previous chapters we included theoretical background of autobio-
graphical memory and described the decision making processes that will be
driving our agent. The decision making module was an existing implemen-
tation created by Ondrej Burkert and we only performed minimum required
changes in order to make the module usable for our purposes. In this chapter
we will continue with the description of modules created as part of this thesis.

4.1 Project Architecture

Technically our work can be divided into three separate parts. First part
is responsible for generating inputs for the actual memory module. This is the
part that was explained in previous chapter. The most important part is the
memory module that stores all the information about the actions the agent
has performed throughout the whole simulation. In this chapter we will focus
on this module and we will explain how it works in more detail. The third part
of our work is some sort of a bridge that takes the simulation program and the
memory itself, provides them with a communication layer and connects them
together. It provides only a one way communication, we already know that
the actual simulation is not influenced by current contents of the memory. The
connection project works as a message translator; each time the agent performs
some action in the virtual environment, a message is sent from the simulation
part, it is caught by the bridging part and it is forwarded to the memory using
proper interfaces, so the message can be correctly processed by the memory
module.

In fact all three parts are implemented as separate Java projects. This way
it should be easy to swap the event simulation part with a different event
source. The memory part does not depend on the project that generates the
input events. If that project is replaced, there will be no update needed in the
memory project. The only necessary update will be creating a new connec-
tion project that will get the events from the simulation and after a simple
translation forward them to the interfaces of the memory project.
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4.2 Model Overview

Now we know how the model receives its inputs. But who would only want
to know how the eye works and would not be interested in what the brain does
with the signals it receives from the eye? It is time we look more deeply into
the memory module itself.

The memory module can be divided into three semantically separate struc-
tures and the processes performed over them:

1. Decision trees are the part of memory module that follows the And-Or
tree architecture mentioned in the previous chapter. It stores all actions
and goals the agent can possibly execute but it does not hold significant
information about the actions actually performed by the agent. Yet it
simplifies some of the processes performed on other memory structures.

2. Chronobags and episode trees represent the actual events experienced
by the agent. An episode tree represents one episode experienced by an
agent and chronobags are structures holding the episodes from one time
period (e.g. day) together.

3. Schema bag is a structure that aggregates all agent’s experiences. It stores
general episodes and provides the information about the usual course of
agent’s day.

4. Processes running on memory module include algorithms for adding new
event into the memory, reorganization of memory while agent sleeps and
retrieving memory information from the memory module.

4.3 Decision Trees

Decision trees are structures equivalent to the set of hierarchical rules driv-
ing our agent’s actions. Each decision tree is mirroring one top-level goal and
its sub-nodes. All nodes in the episodes in agent’s memory are referencing a
matching node in the decision tree. And because the episodes may get altered
over time, and with several nodes getting deleted or somehow changed, we
may not be sure that the alternating order of goals and actions will be always
present. References to the nodes in the decision-tree are thus providing the
information whether the nodes in episodes represent goals or actions.

Moreover the decision trees also contain the information about affordances
required to perform the actions. With all the required affordances attached to
the nodes, the decision trees are providing additional information to the data
stored in actual experienced events. A node can require more affordances to
be completed, and the agent remembers only those objects he actually used
or searched for. The failure to find any of the required affordances results in
failed execution of the node. If for some reason the node fails to execute before
all affordances are located, the decision trees provides us with the information
which additional affordances would be required to successfully complete the
execution of the node.
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4.4 Chronobags and Episodes

While the decision trees aggregate the actions that can be performed by the
agent, the episode trees are similar structures that represent events actually
experienced by the agent. The episode experienced by the agent consist of all
the actions the agent performed while trying to fulfill one top level goal. Once
the top level goal is completed, another episode will begin. This way agent’s
memory will be filled with a large amount of episodes. They do not have to be
unique, for example sleeping on two different nights is stored in the memory
as two different episodes.

To give all the different episodes some order, we will introduce a chronobag
structure. Chronobag is a set of episodes belonging to one time period. The
most basic chronobags are daily chronobags aggregating the episodes from one
day, although larger chronobags can exist in the memory holding the episodes
from several days or weeks.

4.4.1 Episode Trees

Each episode experienced by the agent will result in the creation of its
representation in agent’s memory. This representation is called the episode
tree and it is a tree-like structure satisfying the following requirements:

- The root of the tree stands for the top level goal of the represented
episode.

- Children of all nodes represent the subgoals or sub-actions of the parent
node. These does not always have to be direct subgoals or sub-actions.

- All children of a node are unique. There cannot be two sibling nodes
representing the same action or goal.

- An order is defined between all sibling nodes. Each node has its successor
and predecessor unless it represents the first or last executed action or
goal.

- Each node is linked to exactly one node in the decision trees and one
node in the schema bag. However more than one node in the episode
tree can be linked to the same decision tree or schema bag node.

Apart from these requirements, the episode trees have several other features:

- Each node can have several affordance slots attached to it. Each slot can
be filled with one or more objects the agent used or encountered while
experiencing the episode.

- Each node can be assigned a score based on a set of various attributes.
This score can be later used to determine which nodes will be deleted
during the forgetting phase of memory reorganization.
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- Episodes with identical root node can be merged together. Merging of
two episodes may produce inconsistency in the order of nodes and more
than one order exist simultaneously between the sibling nodes.

Figure 4.1: Sample episode tree (right) created during a single experience of
the episode defined by the decision tree (left). Top level goals are the nodes
on the top. All other nodes in the episode tree represent one node in the deci-
sion tree. The episode trees usually include only one representative of sibling
action nodes. The nodes in episode trees are ordered (horizontal arrows) and
affordance slots contain the references to objects (violet boxes) that were used
during the execution of the episode.

A sample episode tree can be seen on the figure 4.1. It consists of several
nodes, affordance slots and the objects filling the slots. An episode tree will
have similar pattern shortly after it was created. As time flows, older episodes
can degenerate by forgetting or episode merging and the structure of resulting
episode trees can be more complex.

The root node of the episode tree always represents the top-level goal of an
episode. Since a goal can be completed by performing one of several actions, it
will usually have only one child representing the action that was performed by
the agent in order to satisfy the top level goal. However, it may have several
children nodes if some actions were tried by the agent and did not complete
successfully, e.g. the agent did not find an affordance required for one of the
sub-goals or sub-actions.

In episode tree, there is no difference between the nodes representing ac-
tions, goals and atomic actions. Since their specific features do not have to
stand in the episode tree, there is no need to differentiate between the specific
node types. Both actions and goals can have several children. Due to the dele-
tion of nodes during the forgetting phase, a leaf node does not have to always
represent an atomic action. Still, one invariant that stands true for the episode
tree is that the nodes representing the atomic actions do not have any child
nodes.

Once the episode tree is created, all nodes with at least one sibling node
will be linked in one list with all the sibling nodes. They will be ordered in
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the order they were executed by the agent. Usually this will be a simple linked
list with the first executed node on the beginning of the list and with the last
executed node on the end. More advanced lists can emerge if some action was
performed more than once while satisfying one goal. Since one node will be
representing all executions of the action in the episode, it will be have to be
in the ordered list more than once. In such lists, some nodes will have several
predecessors and successors. The example of such list is on the figure 4.2. In
the past episodes, even more complex orders can occur as a result of the node
forgetting and episode merging processes.

Figure 4.2: The episode on the left shows the standard sequence of actions
while traveling by a car. However, if the car engine suddenly fails during the
journey, another start of the engine is needed. In this case the agent will start
the engine twice, but only one node will be created in the episode tree resulting
in the order of nodes displayed on the right.

Last major difference between the decision trees and the episode trees are
the objects in the affordance slots. The decision trees contain the affordance
slots specifying what objects are needed to perform each action. These slots
exist in the episode trees too, but if an affordance was successfully located and
used during the node execution, the slots will now contain the references to
the objects of particular affordance. Again, these references can be lost in the
older episodes due to the forgetting process.

4.4.2 Object Nodes and Affordance Slots

As mentioned previously affordance slots are part of the episode structures.
These slots can be filled in with one or more objects. At first sight it may be
seen that these objects will be part of episodes too. However, there is a prob-
lem in this design, because one object can be used in many different episodes.
Because of this, the nodes representing the objects are stored separately, out-
side of episodes and chronobags. Each object node represents a concrete object
from the virtual environment satisfying the required affordance. Such object
node can represent for example the couch in agent’s living room (or in our case
something like couch number two) satisfying the affordance: to sleep in.
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The relationship between the object nodes and the affordance slots is of
many to many cardinality type. Thus, it is possible to query the memory with
the specific object and obtain all remembered usages of the item over time.

Special type of affordances are the slots for abstract objects. These slots
are being filled automatically without the need to locate the satisfying ob-
jects. The example of such slots used in our work are the slots related to fixed
time information, for example the day of week at the time of experiencing the
episode. Opposed to relative dating information, like yesterday, fixed infor-
mation is not changing over time. Therefore it is possible to attach it to the
episode in the form of affordance (for example affordance of type: day-of-week)
and keep it stored unchanged until forgotten. If we wanted to use the same
approach with relative time information too, with passing time in the virtual
environment we would need to update the nodes over time, for example change
the node representing yesterday to the node representing the day before yes-
terday. Fortunately there are other structures - chronobags available to store
the relative timing information.

Another example of abstract objects could be the object node representing
the emotion felt by the agent that would be attached to the episode node
executed by the agent at the time of emotion experience. If the agent feels
happiness during the simulation, the node representing happiness would be
attached to the slot for emotion affordance on an episode node.

4.4.3 Adding a New Node to Episode Tree

One of the processes critical to the memory function is processing an incom-
ing event when the agent executes an atomic action. There is only one method
in the memory interface resulting in addition of a new episodic node. This
method is called always when the agent executes an atomic action and is sup-
plemented with the event listing active top-level goals in short term memory
of the agent.

Maintaining the list of currently active episodes is needed in order to cor-
rectly handle the interrupted episodes. If a node is added to one episode tree
and the top level goal is not yet satisfied, while another top level goal is already
being followed, it does not necessary mean the previous episode is already fin-
ished. It could only be temporarily overridden by another goal, e.g. drinking a
glass of water in the middle of physical exercise. In this case the original top
level goal never left the short term memory of the agent and following actions
should be added to the existing episode. However if such goal is missing in the
short term memory, its execution was halted and new actions under the same
top level goal will result in creating a new episode tree.

The details of the process for adding a new node are covered in algorithm
4.1.
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Algorithm 4.1 Adding a new node to a memory module

1: procedure AtomicActionExecuted(N , A)
-N [1..n] is array containing currently executed atomic action and all trace
nodes up to top level goal
-A[1..a] is array of objects used in affordance slots on trace nodes

2: E ← list of current episode trees
3: g ← N [n] . g is current top level goal
4: for all e ∈ E do
5: if e.root = g then
6: episode← e
7: end if
8: end for
9: if episode = null then
10: episode← empty episode
11: e.root← g
12: add episode to list of current episodes
13: end if
14: AddNewSubNode(e.root,N,A)
15: end procedure

16: procedure AddNewSubNode(node,N,A)
-node is node in episode tree we are attaching new sub-nodes and affor-
dances
-N [1..n] is array containing currently executed atomic action and all trace
nodes up to node
-A[1..a] is array of objects used in affordance slots on trace nodes

17: for all affordance ∈ A do
18: if affordance is used on node then
19: attach slot and object from affordance to node
20: A.remove(affordance)
21: end if
22: end for
23: if N is not empty then
24: subnode← N [n]
25: if subnode /∈ node.children then
26: node.children.add(subnode)
27: end if
28: N ← N [1..(n− 1)]
29: AddNewSubNode(subnode,N,A)
30: end if
31: end procedure
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4.4.4 Chronobags

The episode trees contain significant information stored in the memory
module, but they do not float in the memory without any rules. Here is where
the chronobag structures come in place. As the name suggests they split the
collection of episodes into smaller clusters according the time of execution.
Each chronobag holds the episodes experienced during one particular time
frame, e.g. a single day.

Not all chronobags are equivalent and we distinguish several different type
of chronobags:

- The daily chronobags contain the episodes from one day of agent’s life.

- Current (or present) chronobag is a special case of daily chronobag that
contains the episodes from current day of agent’s life. New episodes ex-
perienced by agent are always added into this chronobag.

- Abstract (or multi-day) chronobags contain the episodes from two or
more days of agent’s life. There is no upper limit on the length of time
interval they can represent, it can span between two day chronobags, e.g.
last weekend, to several months or more, e.g. summer holiday two years
ago.

- Landmark chronobags are the chronobags that are old enough to pass a
threshold where the episodes became landmarks and will not be forgotten
anymore. This threshold is not fixed and is one of the parameters of our
memory model.

The abstract chronobags are mutually exclusive with the daily chronobags.
The daily chronobags, including the current chronobag, will never be abstract.
Landmark property is not exclusive to any chronobag type. Both daily land-
mark and abstract landmark chronobags can exist in the memory, although it
is very non-standard for the current chronobag to be landmark at the same
time.

All chronobag types are visualized on the figure 4.3. The figure also show
the threshold line where chronobags become landmark. As it can be seen on
the picture, this threshold does not have to be common for all the chronobags
and it can vary with the level of abstraction of chronobags.

Before the chronobag model can be implemented we still need to resolve at
least two additional open questions. First, we need to specify how episodes get
from the daily chronobags to the abstract ones. Second, we need to define how
abstract chronobags will be created. However because both of these problems
are related to manipulating with the chronobags and episodes rather than the
static structures, we will look on them when describing the processes performed
on the memory in the section 4.6.1.
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Figure 4.3: Diagram showing various types of chronobags. Chronobags are
the oval shapes and they each include a few episode trees. Daily chronobags
are one the bottom row, abstract chronobags are on the top row. There is one
landmark chronobag in the picture (on the bottom left corner), it is the only
chronobag to the left of the red line. This line shows the separation of landmark
chronobags from the younger ones. Current chronobag is the youngest of daily
chronobags and is highlighted in orange color.

4.5 Schema Bag

The episode trees and the chronobags are used for storing information
about the episodes experienced by the agent, but alone they do not provide
better functionality than a well-structured log. Another crucial part of our
memory model is the so called schema bag. And while the chronobags contain
the individual instances of experienced episodes, the schema bag aggregates
the information from all episodes the agent experienced in his lifetime and
creates schemas for them. From the schema bag we can obtain the knowledge,
how the usual course of specific episode looks like based on agent’s overall
experiences. The schema bag also allows us to differentiate between the casual
and extraordinary episodes.

From one perspective, the schema bag does not differ that much from the
decision trees. In fact, its basic function is to store the counts of experiences of
specific nodes and this could be easily performed with the counters on decision
tree nodes. However the counts in the schema bag allow us to track more
than individual counts of single nodes and having separate structures for the
schematic memory aggregating the episodes experienced by the agent makes
the model more comprehensible.
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4.5.1 Schema Nodes

The nodes in the schema bag share several properties with the nodes in
both decision trees and episode trees.

Number of nodes in the decision trees does not grow if the agent repeatedly
performs the same actions over again. This is similar in the schema bag where
each subsequent experience of same episode does not add any more nodes
into the schema bag. The significant difference however is that the schema
bag starts empty at the beginning of the simulation of agent’s life, while the
decision trees can be initialized with the knowledge of agent’s possible goals
and actions. The schema bag contains the nodes for only those actions and
goals that were experienced by the agent at least once in his lifetime. As the
agent starts experiencing unique episodes for the first time, size of the schema
bag quickly rises, but once the regularities appear in his goals, fewer episodes
will be experienced for the first time and size of the schema bag will rise more
slowly.

Another feature of the schema bag is that no nodes get deleted from it over
time.

Common feature of the episode trees and the schema bag is the storage of
objects used when the agent follows specific goals or performs actions. In the
episode trees, there exists a unique node for each object agent ever used. This
stays same in the schema bag, where one object node exists for every object the
agent used during his lifetime. Again there are affordance slots in the schema
bag attached to the nodes which execution requires the agent to use specific
type of item or be in a specific place and the object nodes are linked with these
slots in schema bag. These links between the objects and slots are not simple
references but exist in the schema bag as separate slot content entities.

Because the schema bag and various type of nodes contained inside it form
a complex design that may be hard to explain the only the texts and diagrams,
we include a formal definition of the schema bag structure:

Definition 1. [Schema bag, schema nodes] Schema bag S is a quadruplet
(E,O,L,C) where:

- E is set of nodes representing all goals, actions or atomic actions agent
performed in his lifetime with attached affordance slots. These nodes are
called schema episode nodes. The parent-child relationships between these
nodes are identical with the relationships of their representatives in the
decision trees.

- O is a set of nodes representing all objects agent used as required affor-
dance in his life time. These nodes are called schema object nodes.

- L is a set pairs (o, s), where o is a reference to one schema object node
and s is a reference to affordance slot attached to schema episode node,
that object node o was used in. These pairs linking objects to slots are
called slot content nodes.

- C is a set of schema counters defined in section 4.5.2.
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Figure 4.4: Diagram showing different types of schema nodes. Blue circles
represent the schema episode nodes. The schema object nodes are visualized
as violet rectangles. They are connected to the slot content nodes displayed
as smaller black squares. These provide the link between the schema object
nodes and affordance slots displayed as black L-shaped figures.

All three schema bag node types are visualized in the figure 4.4.
As we can see or the top right corner of the figure, there is a node that

seems to have two parents. That is not an error in the figure, in fact it is rather
desirable. Although in the decision trees and the episode trees, each node can
have just one parent, hence the term trees, this functionality was not really
compliant with the notion of common sub-trees mentioned in the chapter 3. If
the agent performs similar actions while following two different top level goals,
they should not be considered to be completely unrelated. The agent can for
example drive his car when going to work on the weekdays and when going
shopping on the weekend. XML definitions of agent’s plans allow us to define
the driving goal as one separate subgoal and reference it from both top level
goals working and shopping. It only makes sense that when we ask the agent
how often he drives the car, he should answer ‘every day’, rather then ‘I drive
only on weekdays’ or ‘I drive only on weekends’. Therefore in the schema bag
it is required that all common sub-trees from the decision trees are aggregated
into one sub-tree in the schema bag.

4.5.2 Schema Counters

Different nodes in the schema bag give us notable knowledge about the
actions performed by the agent. We can find out what actions did he use to
satisfy the goals he followed, it can give us information about the objects he
used or what day of the week did he experience events.
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However the true power of schema bag comes with the introduction of
schema counters. As the name suggests, schema counters allows us to count
how many times agent followed a specific goal or performed some action.

But why should we use a separate structure for something that could be
done by adding a simple integer variable to each schema episode node? That
is because the schema counters support not only counting the executions of
single schema episode nodes, but also allow counts for larger sets of nodes.
Again we include a definition of the schema counter entity.

Definition 2. [Schema counter] Schema counter c is a triplet (E,O, n)
where E is the set of schema episode nodes the counter refers to, O is the set
of slot content nodes the counter refers to and n is the actual count of collective
appearances of these nodes throughout agent’s experiences.

We say the size of counter c is a total number of elements included in both
sets E and O together.

There are two main benefits arriving from the schema counters: first is the
ability to query the memory for complex information, second is the ability to
reduce the size of episode trees by ‘forgetting’ some nodes and deriving them
later with the knowledge from the schema bag.

Figure 4.5: Diagram showing various schema counters. There is a size three
counter with the current count of 4, a size two schema counters with the counts
9 and 10 and various size one counters.

If all the schema counters were of size one and contained just the reference
to one schema episode node or one slot content node, we could ask the agent
question like: ‘How many times did start a car engine?’, ‘How many times did
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you drive the Toyota?’ or with the knowledge of sibling counts we could find
out answer to the question ‘Which means of transport do you use the most?’.

Now with the use of schema counters referencing both schema episode node
and slot content node we can start asking more complex queries. Questions
like ‘How many times did you pick up a girl when driving a Ferrari?’ can be
answered by the counters referencing the schema episode node for dating girls
and the slot content node for driving a Ferrari. With the counters referencing
two schema episode nodes we can ask questions like ‘How many times did you
drive when going shopping?’. And these were just the counters of size two, it
is evident that as the size of counters rise, the schema bag can provide answers
to even more sophisticated queries.

Algorithm 4.2 Updating the schema counters (algorithm assumes the exis-
tence of required nodes in the schema bag)

1: procedure UpdateSchemaCounters(N , A, limit)
-N [1..n] is array containing currently executed atomic action and all trace
nodes up to the top level goal
-A[1..a] is array of objects used in the affordance slots on trace nodes
-limit is upper limit for the size of updated schema counters

2: E ← get list of all schema episode nodes based on N
3: L← get list of all slot content nodes based on A
4: for i← 0, limit do
5: setsE ← all subsets of E containing i elements
6: for all setE ∈ setsE do
7: for j ← 0, limit− i do
8: setsL← all subsets of L containing j elements
9: for all setL ∈ setsL do
10: if i+ j = 0 then continue
11: end if
12: c← schema counter referencing nodes in setE and setL
13: if c = null then
14: c← new schema counter
15: set references of c to nodes in setE and setL
16: c.count← 1
17: else
18: c.count← c.count+ 1
19: end if
20: end for
21: end for
22: end for
23: end for
24: end procedure

Another possible utilization of the schema counters is reducing the size of
episode trees. Imagine our agent only has one car. He drives it to work every
day and often uses it for other traveling purposes. Each time he drives, he has
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to perform three actions: start the engine, drive to destination and turn off
the engine. In the schema bag there will be a size one counter for the schema
episode node ’drive a car’. This node must have a slot for vehicle attached to
it and the slot will be linked with the Toyota object and probably some other
car the agent drove sometime in his lifetime. The count of the link between
the slot and Toyota object will be much higher than the count of the link to
the other car, in fact it should be pretty close to the count of the ’drive a car’
schema episode node. Additionally, the counts for the schema episode node
representing driving sub-actions will be very close to the count of their parent
schema episode node.

If the simulation runs for a longer time, the agent can experience driving
in a car large number of times. Majority of the episode trees created while
driving a car will look identical with the ‘driving a car’ node having same three
children nodes and Toyota object node satisfying the vehicle affordance slot. If
forgetting is slow in the agent memory, this can lead to a large redundancy in
episode trees. It might be convenient to delete all sub nodes and the references
to Toyota object from the episode trees and derive them from the schema bag
if the agent is asked a query regarding driving episode.

Fortunately with the help of schema counters it is possible to implement this
mechanism. In our example we would simply compare the counts of ‘driving
a car’ schema episode node and the size two count of the same node together
appearing together with the drive sub node. If these two are reasonably close,
we can derive the existence of the sub node even if it not present in episode
tree.

The algorithm 4.2 shows how the updating of current counts is done. Al-
though it would be possible to update it all at once before triggering forgetting
process. All required information could be gathered from the episode trees in
current chronobag. However we decided to update the schema counters on the
fly, because the memories of experienced events in human brain are created
during the day and not while people sleep.

In our model, the size one counters are not sufficient for deriving sub nodes
from the schema bag. The reason behind this is the fact that schema episode
nodes can have multiple parents. If the single counts of one node and its sub
nodes are equal, we still cannot be sure that they always appeared in episodes
together. In fact they may never appear together and all the appearances of
sub node could come from the other parent node. To use an example, imagine
a bus driver driving a bus each day, that is tired of driving so he always lets
his wife drive the car when they travel by a car. In this case the existence
of driving node should not be derived from ‘using a car’ node. With the size
two counters we would know this because the common counter for both nodes
would not be as high as the individual count of size one counters.

4.5.3 Parameterizing schema bag

So far we explained why the schema counters are useful and it seems the
advantage they give us is significant and we should use as many schema coun-
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ters as possible for the best behavior of our model. But everything comes with
a cost and it is time to look on the disadvantages too, or rather one serious
disadvantage.

As the agent experiences different episodes in his lifetime, there might be
a huge amount of different nodes that will be stored in his memory and since
no nodes get deleted from the schema bag, it might get pretty huge too. At
some point the agent must start to follow episodes he already experienced in
the past so the maximum in number of nodes in schema bag will be limited. So
will be the number of different counters, but let us look how fast this number
will grow.

The upper limit for the number of different counters rises exponentially
with the maximum size of counters so clearly it is not reasonable to allow
creation of counters of any size. Not only might the memory be very huge in
size, it will also be slow to process huge amount of counters when working with
the memory data.

Asymptotically, using the size one counters does not increase total size of
schema bag. There will be just one counter for each schema episode node and
slot content node, so the total amount of elements in schema bag will double.
With larger schema counters, the size of the schema bag starts to increase
faster. But considering the advantages they provide, we think it might be
feasible to allow the existence of schema counters at least of the size two or
three. As we do not have the resources to further utilize the advantages of the
schema counters of higher size, we will perform our tests with the maximum
schema counter size varying between one and three.

Another variables dealing with the schema bag include the parameters for
deriving an existing episode trees based on the data in schema bag but this
will be discusses in the section 4.6.3 with detailed description of the derivation
algorithm.

4.6 Memory Reorganization Processes

Even though the chronobags, the episode trees and the schema bag are quite
complex structures, so far we did not use them for anything that we could not
find from a simple log of agent’s actions. Without another processing of the
data in chronobags and schema bag, whole memory is just an advanced storage
structure.

What really differentiates our model from a log structure is the ability to
forget some of the stored information in a way that resembles the forgetting
happening in human brain. High amount of processing needs to be done on the
stored nodes in order to determine which of them can be deleted and which
of them should remain in the memory. This takes some time and running
this process steadily during the whole simulation might drastically slow it
down. Such result is not acceptable. Therefore we decided to reorganize the
information stored in the memory only once a day during agent’s sleep. This
way the simulation progress will not be altered because the agent does not
interact with the virtual environment while he sleeps, so momentary blocking
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of the memory module will not affect the results of the simulation. Of course
the entire processing phase has to be fast enough to never exceed the period
of agent’s sleep.

Thus the whole process is set to trigger when the agent performs atomic
action of sleeping. The only exception occurs if the agent sleeps several times
a day, this time the process is not started if it was already performed in the
current day of simulation. Of course this approach requires that the agent
goes to sleep at least once a day. Because sleepless nights are not usual for
average humans (in contrary to the students), we can make sure that the
agent’s schedule will satisfy this requirement and there will be no need for any
special workarounds.

One exception from the whole reorganization mechanism is the episodes in
the chronobags behind the landmark threshold. These landmark episodes still
age in time but they are not subjects of forgetting anymore.

The entire reorganization process can be divided into four phases:

1. Aging of the chronobags

2. Filling of the abstract chronobags

3. Forgetting of nodes

4. Consolidating the episodes

Complexity of each phase is different and some of them vary with the different
approaches to several open questions. We will now look into the details of
each process, starting with the aging of the chronobags, and discuss the most
suitable implementation.

4.6.1 Chronobag Aging and Filling Abstract Chronobags

One can say that as a person goes through his life, all episodes in his mem-
ory are fading as they become older and they are yielding memory space to
the memories of newly experienced episodes. The episodes in our implementa-
tion cannot fade literally but it might be possible to implement a mechanism
creating such illusion.

All we need to do is to remember the age of individual episodes. This indeed
does not mean we need to keep exact date of execution for each episode or node
in the episode tree. Humans sometimes have trouble dating their experiences
and minor error in dating memory episodes might even increase believability
of the memory behavior.

One known fact though is that an absolute error tends to increase with the
age of memory trace [19], a human would not err by days when dating the
experiences that happened only a few hours ago.

Yet again some episodes seem to have such resilient trace in human mem-
ory that they does not seem to ever reach a point of oblivion. These are the
landmark experiences in human life [22].
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The concept of chronobags as defined in the section 4.4.4 provides us with
the option to give our memory all of these human features. The key idea can
be seen on two dimensional visualization of chronobags on the figure 4.3. It is
evident from the x-axis that as the time flows, the episodes will be moving to
the right. What can also be deduced from the figure is that it is very easy to
implement a mechanism creating larger dating error for older episodes. Instead
of moving episodes to the right, we will move them in two directions: both to
the right and up. Moving the episodes up can be implemented in several ways,
however the important fact is that the episodes in abstract chronobags can
never be directly associated with the exact date. Updated picture is shown on
the figure 4.6
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Figure 4.6: Episodes are subjected to two different movement mechanisms. All
episodes inside the chronobags are continuously shifted to the left and they
are also copied to up to the more abstract chronobags.

Logically every time the reorganization process is triggered in agent’s sleep,
the episodes should age by one day. However instead of moving the episodes to
the adjacent chronobags, we will be shifting whole chronobags. Such approach
is more convenient for several reasons:

- There will be lower amount of chronobags than episodes in the memory.

- It is not guaranteed that there will be exactly one day older chronobag
available for all abstract chronobags.

- This approach works fine with both overlapping and non-overlapping
chronobags.

- In shifting process we only need to create one chronobag: new current
chronobag.
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Shifting whole chronobags instead of the episodes has almost no disadvantages.
This process is critical for correct functioning of the memory module, yet the
algorithm 4.3 handling this process is very simple.

Algorithm 4.3 Aging of chronobags

1: procedure IncreaseAge(C, threshold)
-C is a set of all existing chronobags
-threshold is memory parameter stating landmark threshold based on
chronobag’s level of abstraction

2: for all c ∈ C do
3: c.age← c.age+ 1
4: if c.age > threshold(c.levelOfAbstraction) then
5: c.landmark ← TRUE
6: end if
7: end for
8: c← empty chronobag
9: c.landmark ← FALSE
10: c.age← [0,0]
11: C ← C ∪ c
12: end procedure

Shifting the episodes upwards into the chronobags of higher level of ab-
straction is a little complicated. There are several options how to implement
this process and none of them is clearly the best.

The most obvious option is to move the episodes regularly to the chronobags
having similar age and slightly higher level of abstraction. This approach would
directly result in less precise dating of older episodes. There is only one problem
with this option and it arises from the question: ‘Should all episodes be moved
upwards at the same age?’ The answer is not clear, so let us at least consider
if it should be earlier than crossing the landmark threshold. If so, no episodes
could ever become landmarks. On the contrary if all episodes in multi-day
chronobags had to pass the landmark threshold for daily chronobags first, they
should either stop being landmark episodes or there should be no forgetting in
multi-day chronobags. None of these options is feasible thus we decided not to
move the episodes to the chronobags of higher level of abstraction all at once.

If only selected episodes should move upwards, there needs to be a mecha-
nism determining which of them should move and which should stay in their
current chronobags. Discovering such mechanism is a hard task. Should it de-
pend on how memorable is the overall episode, or on the saliency of individual
nodes? Should it change with episode’s age or for the episodes in daily and ab-
stract chronobags? Should it be different for the episodes with large and small
number of nodes? It would also be problematic to use algorithms dealing with
forgetting nodes, because we always need to move the episode in its entirety,
not by individual nodes.

How are we going to avoid this problem? We will not move the episodes
but copy them instead. Although it is improbable that any copying of memory
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traces occur in human brain, this approach provides us with several hidden
advantages:

- In the first approach we had problems determining when to move the
episode. Now this question can be bypassed because it is acceptable to
work with several copies of the episode from the beginning. We can create
copies for one chronobag per level of abstraction right away and work
with all the copies simultaneously.

- Problems with querying for individual episode instances can be solved
by utilization of the algorithm for episode merging used in next phase of
memory reorganization process.

- We can use slightly different algorithm for the forgetting of nodes on
each copy of one episode. This might provide the memory model with
noteworthy features.

Based on these advantages we decided to use the copy approach and create
several copies of each episode during the first memory reorganization process
it passes.

Last open question regarding the episode copying is the usage of overlap-
ping abstract chronobags. Abstract chronobags span over several days. If we
keep all possible abstract chronobags in the memory (for example chronobag
aged 2-3 days, chronobag aged 2-4 days, etc.) , whole memory structure will
be less discrete and we might arrive to more believable results. However this
creates several possible chronobags the original episode can be copied to. If
the episode is copied to the chronobag with same average age, all chronobags
would still contain only the episodes from one day. If it should be copied to
other chronobags, there is no telling which of them should it be.

With non-overlapping chronobags there is only one chronobag per level
of abstraction appropriate for each day. The copying of episodes will take
place every day, when the episodes from current chronobag will be copied
to more abstract chronobags. Adjacent abstract chronobags will be created
automatically as needed.

Adopting the second approach of non-overlapping abstract chronobags did
not completely resolve all of existing problems. With each episode having only
one possible chronobag per level of abstraction it can be copied to, it might
lead to the episodes from one day having only positive dating errors, while
the episode from adjacent day might be getting only negative dating errors.
This effect is not desirable, however since we do not have any better algorithm
for the selection of chronobags where the episodes should be copied to, we are
going to stick with this approach.

4.6.2 Node Forgetting

The decision leading to the erasure of some nodes in the episode trees can
be based on numerous different attributes, some of them have already been
mentioned in our work. Basic criteria can be for example:
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- age of the nodes

- rarity of the nodes

- duration of node execution

- distance from the node representing top level goal of an episode

- number of sub-nodes

- ability to derive the node from the schema bag data

- predefined attractiveness of the nodes

- total number of executions of the node (at the time of experience/in the
moment of forgetting)

- similar attributes of the objects attached to nodes

- attributes of neighboring nodes

These were only a few of attributes we can evaluate when deciding whether to
delete each node, the reader could surely come with some more. It is clear that
choosing one of these attributes will not be enough for believable results but
using more attributes does not necessarily make the model better. Choosing
the right attributes and balancing the believability and complexity of the model
is hard work. Yet it is not the work we will be describing in this section.

Rather than focusing on attribute selection, we will introduce a mechanism
of node forgetting that is simple yet based on the theoretical knowledge of
human brain and still able to produce plausible results.

The most obvious approach is assigning each node a score based on selected
attributes a removing the nodes with lowest scores. This approach is simple
and although it might be sufficient for creating desired results, making it a
good starting point. We will not settle on it right away and we will adjust it
with a few improvements.

First, it makes sense to create forgetting mechanism as an overall process
comparing nodes from whole memory. If one day the agent experiences lot of
salient episodes and other day he only performs usual and boring actions it is
only logical that he will have much more memories from the fun day.

Before settling on the usage of overall selection method, let us consider
some other approaches. Arguments against this method are not as visible as
its advantages, but a few can be listed:

- If a node with very high score is added to the memory, it is logical that
the probability of erasure will be slightly increased for other nodes. But
should the effect be the same on all nodes? Shouldn’t it impact ‘closer’
nodes (e.g. those in the same chronobag) more?

- Although not really speeding up this process at the moment, breaking
the scoring and selection process into smaller clusters has potential of
making it more comprehensible and the final results easier to interpret.
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- Going back to the scale invariance effect mentioned in [24] we might want
to have similar number of nodes in chronobags of different level of ab-
straction. Although this argument is not relevant for the age dimension of
chronobags, taking all nodes as one group can lead to the disappearance
of scale invariance.

- In the section 4.6.1 we mentioned that having several copies of the episode
allows us to apply different node deletion algorithms on each episode
copy. We can still do this by making the score dependent on the level of
abstraction of node’s parent chronobag, but the fact is that all copies of
episode are still processed as a whole.

These arguments lead us to another option - we can run the node scoring
and deletion algorithm in each chronobag separately. Example with one day
full of memorable experiences and one boring day speaks against this approach
but there is nowhere stated that using the new approach we cannot delete all
the nodes in one chronobag while leave all the nodes in another chronobag
unaltered.

There are two basic ways how to choose the adepts for deletion. We can use
the absolute scale and delete all nodes with the score lower than fixed number
or we can decide that we will keep certain number of nodes, keep the ones with
highest score and delete the rest regardless of absolute score of the nodes. Both
ways can also be modified. The fixed dividing score can differ with the age of
chronobag, level of abstraction of chronobag or we can set the separation value
to the average score of nodes in a chronobag. Number of kept nodes can be
based on the actual number of nodes in the chronobag, on the actual number
of nodes in neighboring chronobags or on other attributes of the nodes.

We have listed three arguments speaking for the clustered application of
forgetting mechanism before and although we might not earn profit from it,
there is one other big advantage of this approach. The age of nodes is taken
from the age of the episode trees they are in and that age is taken from the
age of chronobags they are in. If we evaluate nodes in forgetting algorithm
per chronobag, all of them will have the same age in each run through the
algorithm. The age variable can be pulled out from the calculation of node
scores and only alter the final result or the capacity of chronobag.

We have not stated which attributes will be used when calculating the
nodes score yet a believable model can hardly work without taking the age of
nodes into account. If the age of nodes changes capacity of chronobags instead
of node scores, rest of the attributes can be chosen in such way, that the node
score will remain constant in time. This may bring a noticeable progress to the
speed of algorithm.

In our case however the score will also depend on the ability to derive the
node from the schema bag data. This ability will be changing over time so the
need for recalculating the node score will not be eliminated. Still in some other
implementations this advantage can prove to be very useful.

For the reasons discussed above, we are going to implement the clustered
approach to the forgetting mechanism. We will be calculating the score of
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nodes independent of their age and the age of chronobag will have impact on
its capacity. Of course other factors will be able to alter this capacity in both
ways. Node forgetting is handled by algorithm 4.4.

The scoring function for each node is actually very simple as we do not
plan to analyze if each particular node should or should not be deleted but
we will rather look on the overall picture. For this we need to get at least
some small variance in node scores. This will be done by node score combining
a constant value added for bottom nodes to encourage forgetting from the
bottom of episode trees and keep the general episode structure, and the ability
to derive the node if deleted. For the nodes that are harder to derive once
deleted, the resulting score will be higher. Moreover we will decrease the score
for nodes that are more common by reducing the score according the number
of executions of the node.

Algorithm 4.4 Node forgetting algorithm

1: procedure ForgetNodes(C)
-C is a set of all existing chronobags

2: for all c ∈ C do
3: scores← empty ordered list
4: for all episode ∈ c do
5: for all node ∈ episode do
6: node.score← calculate score of node
7: scores← scores ∪ node.score
8: end for
9: end for
10: capacity ← calculate capacity of c
11: capacity ← capacity + capacity offset based on scores
12: threshold← 0
13: if scores.size > capacity then
14: threshold← scores[capacity]
15: end if
16: for all episode ∈ c do
17: for all node ∈ episode do
18: if node.score < threshold then
19: delete node
20: end if
21: end for
22: end for
23: end for
24: end procedure

Designing a function for calculating the capacity of chronobags will be
based on the premise that the agent memories should deteriorate in time and
he should remember fewer details for older experiences when compared to the
new ones. The capacity function will therefore be a decreasing function.
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From the assumption that no nodes are deleted from current chronobag (by
the time nodes first undergo the forgetting process, the age of the chronobag
was already increased and a new empty current chronobag was created) we
may come to conviction that the capacity should be unlimited on day zero.
However, even for a day old episodes, some nodes should probably be forgot-
ten, so the capacity should start to decrease immediately. To comply with both
of these expectations we will set the initial capacity of chronobag to the num-
ber of nodes it contained before first forgetting process and decrease it each
day afterwards. Additionally there will be another fixed limit imposed on the
maximum capacity of chronobags.

The decrease rate is eventually going to reduce the capacity of chronobags
to zero. Remembering the landmark episodes mentioned previously, this looks
like an incorrect assumption, but the landmark episodes are very special type
of experiences and we have the option to alter the capacity of chronobag in
such special cases. For a bunch of usual everyday episodes there is no reason
to keep some of them in the memory indefinitely. We still want the agent to
remember at least very basic information for a long time, therefore we will let
the chronobag capacity hit the zero just before the landmark threshold.

Our memory will contain only limited amount of nodes and we do not want
to lose all of them at the beginning so we will try the gradual decrease in the
chronobag capacity and see if it will be sufficient for creating the results com-
pliant with the experiments on humans. Simple visualization of the capacity
function is displayed on figure 4.7.

Apart from implementing a general decrease in the chronobag capacity
over time, we mentioned that we will want to alter the capacity based on the
nodes included in it. We want to increase the capacity of chronobags containing
episodes that are unique and somehow special, while decreasing the capacity
of chronobags containing only common episodes. To pass this requirement we
will calculate the rarity of the nodes in it and increase the capacity according
the percentage of rare nodes included. The nodes will be considered rare if
they are not executed with higher than the predefined frequency, for example
more frequently than every two days.

We are taking into account the percentage of rare nodes instead of the
absolute count. This way if we have the chronobag containing a few very rare
and a few common episodes, the agent will be able to forget the common
episodes quickly while remembering the unique episodes for a long time.

4.6.3 Deriving Episode from Schema Bag

One of the more complicated processes occurring in the agent’s memory
is deriving the partially forgotten episode. The process is triggered repeatedly
during the memory reorganization phase because one of the variables affecting
the node score is the ability to derive it when deleted. Moreover this process
is performed often when querying the agent for the recollections of previous
experiences.

The first step of deriving an episode is filling the previously deleted nodes
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Figure 4.7: The effect of forgetting is created by decreasing the capacity of
chronobags in time. Number of nodes that can be stored in the chronobag can
calculated from its age and is altered for each chronobag individually so all
chronobags will not contain the same number of nodes.

in between the existing nodes. If a middle node, that is neither a root nor a leaf
of the episode tree gets deleted, if will be derived in this part of the process.
We are able to identify such places by looking on the parent of each existing
node and looking into the decision tree to see if such parent-child relationship
makes sense. For example if we have the episode with the root goal to eat and
its child ask for a menu, we will know that there is a node go to a restaurant
missing between them.

Once all these nodes are added to the episode we will try to derive children
nodes on the bottom of the episode tree. We will traverse the episode tree using
depth-first search and for each node we will check if we can derive a new child
node or attached affordance. This will be done by comparing the number of
occurrences of existing nodes with the number of common occurrences of these
nodes together with the potential additions. All appropriate schema counters
will be processed and the node will be added if there is at least one schema
counter allowing the addition of the new node. However before it is added
to the episode, it must pass the percentage and count checks. To provide an
example, let’s say that the new node cook occurred together with the nodes eat
and evening seven times while the nodes eat and evening occurred together ten
times. The percentage speaking for deriving the node cook is seventy percent
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based on the sample of seven occurrences. If these numbers are higher than
pre-defined thresholds, the new node will be added to the episode.

The step with adding the new nodes is repeated until no more nodes can
be added to the episode. The entire process of deriving an episode can be seen
in the algorithm 4.5.

Algorithm 4.5 Node forgetting algorithm

1: procedure DeriveEpisode(episode)
-episode is partially forgotten episode that is to be derived according the
schema bag

2: for all node ∈ episode do
3: if node is direct child of its current parent then
4: derive node trace up to current parent based on decision tree
5: end if
6: repeat
7: for all node ∈ episode do
8: if DeriveChildren(node) = TRUE then
9: added = TRUE
10: end if
11: end for
12: until added = FALSE
13: end for
14: end procedure

15: procedure DeriveChildren(parent)
16: newNodes← all children of parent in schema bag
17: for all node ∈ newNodes do
18: if node is already child of parent then continue
19: end if
20: for all set ∈ subsets of trace nodes up to parent node do
21: com← number of common occurrences of set nodes and node
22: alone← number of common occurrences of set nodes
23: if com > MIN COUNT and com/alone > MIN PERC then
24: add node as child of parent
25: return TRUE
26: end if
27: end for
28: end for
29: end procedure

4.6.4 Episode Merging

When the two episodes have the same top-level goal, it is possible to merge
them together. This is used mostly when an episode is being recalled and it
exists in more chronobags of different level of abstraction. Before accessing
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the nodes in the episodes they should all be merged together into one episode
instance.

Merging of the episode is easily explained process of combining two tree
structures into one. Each node in one episode tree is copied to the other episode
tree resulting in a merged episode where each episode node contains all children
and affordances from both equivalent nodes in the original episodes.

Obviously the result of this process is inaccurate episode than may be
violating the logical assumptions, like having several action nodes under one
goal node. Furthermore the order of combined episode may become corrupted
and does not necessarily have to belong to either of the original episodes.

When one of the episodes is partially forgotten it is possible for the merged
episode to contain identical nodes on different places in the episode tree. How-
ever this anomaly will be fixed once the merged episode undergoes the deriv-
ing process and the parents of all nodes gets derived into the episode. The two
nodes will be placed under the same parent and merged together by combining
the children and the affordances from both nodes.
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Chapter 5

Tools for Memory Module
Analysis

5.1 Searching for the Forgotten Nodes

For running the experiments on our memory module we will need to know
if certain nodes were forgotten. While this task sounds easy, in reality there
are a few intriguing complications.

First, we need to be able to track the node since its addition to the memory
until the recall in the end. The node is however part of various processes. For
example it may be deleted from the memory and later derived from the schema
bag. In such cases of successful episode derivations, we do not want to consider
the node forgotten.

Second, even when the nodes are returned as a result of recall query, we may
not be sure that these are correctly remembered items. Some of the existing
nodes might have been created as a part of the episode derivation process and
they might not reflect actually experienced actions. These nodes, when recalled
by the agent, form the false memories as described in the chapter 2.

To find out which nodes were forgotten and which nodes are still remem-
bered by the agents after letting him live in the virtual environment, it is not
enough to run a simulation once. We will need to run the same simulation
both with and without forgetting processes and compare the memory contents
after these two runs. Episode nodes recalled only from the memory with no
forgetting processes will be considered forgotten by the agent, while the nodes
recalled from both memory modules will be considered remembered by the
agent, as seen in figure 5.1.

Fortunately, turning off entire forgetting process is not that complicated.
We will simply skip all memory reorganization processes except aging of the
chronobags. This way, we can create a memory module providing a basic event
logging functionality and because it will contain same structures as a standard
memory module, we will be able to compare the memory contents after both
simulations. In order to keep the no-forgetting simulation as simple as possible
we will be turning off abstract chronobags and the process of deriving episodes
from schemas.
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Figure 5.1: By running simulation with and without forgetting, we are able to
find out what nodes were forgotten and what nodes are remembered by the
agent.

With data from both memory modules available, we will need to pair the
nodes from the modules together. To do this, we will help ourselves by assigning
each episode structure a unique tracking ID as they are created during the
simulation run. As we are creating episode structures in the memory for present
events experienced by the agent, we will be looking on what IDs are the new
episodes being assigned and remember these ID pairs for the entire simulation.
In the end we will be comparing episodes with their equivalents based on these
ID pairs.

5.2 Memory Visualizer

For a detailed look into the memory structures we also prepared a simple
viewer of chronobag contents. This viewer allows us to see all the nodes in
episodes of the selected chronobag. All the episodes as well as the nodes are
ordered by the time of execution and all affordances used in the episodes are
listed and linked with appropriate slots.

This viewer can be used for browsing of memory contents, however it is
suitable mainly for testing small few days long simulations. As the number of
nodes in the memory increases, the viewer can get rather chaotic and it may
be difficult to find individual nodes in the memory after long simulations.

An example of the chronobag viewer showing the present day chronobag
being filled by new nodes is in figure 5.2.

5.3 Support for Repeated Simulations

During our tests we will want to run the simulations numerous times and we
may need to run one simulation with different memory parameters. There are
two problems that we need to cope with. First, the actual simulation takes a
long time because the agent literally needs to move in the virtual environment.
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Figure 5.2: Chronobag viewer showing the contents of the present chronobag.
The nodes are distinguished by different colors: green nodes are goals, red
nodes are actions, orange nodes are atomic actions, black nodes are affordance
slots, blue nodes are used objects and the yellow node is the currently selected
action.

Second, to run one simulation twice we cannot simply let our agent live in
the environment two times longer, because the scheduling of agent actions is
randomized and the events experienced by the agent will be different in each
simulation.

To cope with this problem we will be logging the events experienced by
the agent to external file and we will be using these pre-simulated events as
an input for our memory module allowing us to run the simulations faster and
repeatedly.
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Chapter 6

Experiments

One of the goals of this thesis is to perform a few experiments validating
the model we designed and implemented. Human memory is a very intriguing
topic and there is plenty of literature written about it. The scientists have
performed various experiments on themselves or on others, giving us enough
data to analyze.

However at the second sight it is evident that most of the available ex-
perimental data come with the very big obstacle in the form of experiment
duration. Many studies published interesting results about short-term mem-
ory where the subjects were memorizing meaningless sequences of letters or
objects. There is plenty of data available from experiments with the duration
ranging from a few seconds up to several hours, e. g. in [5]. Unfortunately, this
data, as interesting as it may be, cannot serve as a basis for our experiments
because the forgetting in our model does not start immediately. Our agent
actually remembers everything he did on his current day until he goes to sleep
and the forgetting process is triggered for the first time.

On the other hand, we also have to exclude the experiments that were
performed throughout the extremely long period of time. Maybe the most
fascinating study in this category is the one performed by Wagenaar [36], who
for several years wrote down every interesting thing that happened to him on
a paper card. He included several cues for each single memory and measured
how difficult it was to remember the memory based on its age, significance
and different cues. However in his experiment he tried to remember the events
after months or years since their occurrence and with our model we will be
performing experiments ranging from the period of days to a few weeks at
most.

We were able to find a couple of experiments with the result data falling
into the desired time frame. Based on them we decided to test our implemented
model with three different experiments.

The most significant one will be based on a study performed on a group
of subjects who were asked questions about a movie they have seen previ-
ously [14]. In this experiment we will be concentrating on the number of false
answers remembered by the subjects. The second experiment will mimic the
experiment, where students tried to remember the objects seen in the gradu-
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ate student’s office and finally in the last one we will try to simulate the effect
of dating errors spiking on the multiples of 7 days. More details about each
experiment are described in the next sections. But before we start with the
actual experiments we are going to take a better look on the way how different
parameters affect memories remembered by our agent.

6.1 Exploring the Parameters

During the experiments performed on our memory we are going to state
a couple of hypothesis about the behavior of our model. We will want it to
remember a number of events falling into a previously specified range or we
will just want to replicate some phenomenon. Our agent, the subject of the
experiment, will be living out dozens of days of his life during the experiment.
The events experienced by our agent are the input of our module of episodic
memory. At the end of each experiment we are going to ask the filled memory
different queries. These can vary from the specific questions about the details
of individual events to the cumulative queries on number of remembered items.
With the help of these queries we will be able to tell if our results confirm our
hypothesis or not.

The essential feature of our model is that if can be tweaked with the help
of number of parameters. Changing these parameters can result in a changed
output of the same simulation. When we change a parameter, our agent may
remember different memories at the end of each experiment. To find out how
much (if at all) are the final results changing based on the individual parame-
ters, we are going to study the effects of parameters on different outcomes.

6.1.1 Goal

We are not going to state the strict hypotheses on how should each param-
eter affect the different results as we are not having a special requirement on
these effects. However we are going to examine each change and provide an
explanation of the perceived effects.

The outcomes we will be analyzing will not be the details of individual
memories and we are looking for a general knowledge about the parameter ef-
fects that could be used when we perform our experiments later. Therefore we
will be looking on the cumulative results suitable for our main experiment on
false memories. These monitored outputs will be the number of remembered
and forgotten memories after different retention intervals. Apart from the num-
bers we will be also by looking on the number of false memories fabricated in
our memory during the same time intervals.

6.1.2 Method

If we were to find out how much information would a man remember after
for example seven days, we could have him memorize a number of facts or let
him experience a couple of events and ask him to recall them after those seven
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days. If he correctly recalled all the facts, we could assume that the seven days
is not enough time to forget given number of items. But obviously one might
argue that the outcome would be different for someone else or if different items
were to be remembered. To overcome this problem we will be setting a few
rules for our analysis.

Whenever we will be querying our memory we will be asking about all the
events and details the agent experienced specified number of days ago. This
way we be querying for colorful set of information including both high level
goals and the details of events. Because the agent performs dozens of actions
each day, the size of this query will be sufficient to provide us with the results
of some value. If we queried for one information only, it would be hard to
conclude that the information is let’s say seventy percent forgotten at any
point.

Now, how do we find out how much does the agent remember after two
weeks? One might think that to receive the number of memories stored by our
model of memory after fourteen days, we can simply run our experiment for
one plus fourteen days and then query about the events of day one. While in
theory this is acceptable approach, we need to alter it if we do not want to
arrive to misleading data. The reason for this is that contents of the schema
bag at the moment of memory creation can have influence on the point when
the memory is forgotten. And because adult human memory always contains
some schemes [38], we will want to exclude from our analysis the extreme cases
such as querying the items encoded with the empty schema bag. Therefore we
will always add another seven days of simulation before each experiment run
as shown on the figure 6.1. This way we will ensure that the memories we will
be querying for were stored correctly with the schema bag already filled by a
week full of events.

Start of 
simulation 

Queried 
episodes 

End of 
simulation 

7 days Retention interval 

Figure 6.1: Timeline of the simulation run showing fixed period for creating
schemes followed by the actual retention period of agent’s memories.

In order to give our conclusions more credibility we will be running each
simulation 10 times on different input data and we will be working with data
averages from all runs of the simulation.

With the possibility to run a simulation on one input data over and over
again, we can directly compare how did the end results change based on the
individual parameters for each single input file. The advantage of using same
input data for running the simulations with different parameters gives us the
ability to use paired t-tests to statistically analyze the effects of each parameter
change on our results.
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At this point we will be running the simulations for seven and twenty-
one days and we will be looking on the change in the number of remembered
memories, forgotten memories and false memories based on the adjustments
of model parameters. We will be starting on a set of parameters subjectively
chosen to exclude the extreme conditions. With each parameter change we will
look if the resulting numbers differ significantly based on t-test results. Thus
we will be able to tell if or how can each parameter affect the output of memory
experiments.

6.1.3 Results

The default parameters we will be starting our analysis with are following:

- Linear forgetting curve

- Landmark thresholds = 10, 20, 40, 80 days

- Minimum rarity of action needed to increase chronobag score = once per
day

- Maximum number of chronobag levels = 4

- Initial chronobag capacity = 200 nodes

- Maximum schema combination count = 3

- Minimum count needed to derive action = 0

- Minimum percentage needed to derive action = 30%

The parameters were not picked by any exact method, for the start we
simply chose any values that would not produce the extreme results of either
fully remembering all events or remembering no events at all. The only excep-
tion was choosing of the linear forgetting curve, the intention behind this was
the ambition to remember high number of events after three weeks long reten-
tion interval. If the number of remembered memories was too low, it would be
harder to track the further potential decrease in the number of remembered
memories.

After running the simulation on different inputs with the default param-
eters we obtained the data listed in table 6.1. The table shows the averaged
values and variance acquired by running the simulation on all different inputs.

Looking on this data, the most obvious observation is that our agent has
pretty good memory with the default parameters. We can see that our agent
remembers most of the information after seven days and while on average he
remembers less after three weeks, the two values differ only by a few percents.
We can see that number of false memories has increase over time exactly as we
would expect. Interesting value is the variance of correctly remembered nodes
after three weeks. It is quite high suggesting that the agent can sometimes
remember more events as the time passes. While such phenomenon would be
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Retention Interval 7 days 21 days

Forgotten Nodes 19.6±8.9 23.2±7.0
Correctly Remembered Nodes 119.1±19.7 125.6±19.9
Falsely Remembered Nodes 2.78±3.67 7.29±8.84

Table 6.1: Average number of forgotten, remembered and false memories after
the simulation run with the default parameters.

unusual for a human being, it can occur with our memory model. Possible
explanation can be that while we are asking for the events from one particular
day, after three weeks more events meet in one high level chronobag and some
of the information is actually remembered from similar episodes experienced on
the neighboring days. Another reason may be the reconstruction of the memory
based on the schemas, when the nodes can be sometimes derived more easily as
the schemas get more accurate or base episodes gets more suitable for deriving
the other nodes.

Having a clear starting point, we are going to play with the model param-
eters and take a look on the change in the simulation results. The tables 6.2,
6.3 and 6.4 lists the change in the simulation results when various different
parameters of the model get changed. In the tables we can see the average
difference in the numbers of forgotten, correctly remembered and false mem-
ories respectively. Each value is listed as an average change over all different
inputs together with the standard error of the mean and p-value telling us how
significant is the effect of each individual parameter change on the results of
both one week and three week simulations.

6.1.4 Discussion

Now that we found out how various parameter changes affect the outputs
of our simulation, we can take a closer look on these changes. We are not going
to discuss every single number, but there are more than plenty of interesting
observations to see.

- First, let us look on changing the rate of chronobag capacity de-
crease. If we take the linear decrease as a baseline, then making the
memory forget faster by faster decreasing of the chronobag capacity will
at first result in increased number of forgotten memories and decreased
number of correctly remembered memories. Yet while this effect can be
seen on both quadratic and exponential forgetting rates, it becomes sta-
tistically significant only when using the exponential forgetting curve.
This is the logical result of decreased chronobag capacity as more nodes
needs to be deleted over time resulting in higher number of forgotten
nodes.

Studying the change in number of false memories is more interesting.
With the quadratic decrease in chronobag capacity we see the increase
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Average Change in Number of Forgotten Nodes after
7 days 21 days

Exponential decrease of chronobag capacity over time
+119.3±5.23(p < 0.001) +124.4±5.8(p < 0.001)

Quadratic decrease of chronobag capacity over time
+1.7±1.5(p = 0.15) +7.7±2.8(p < 0.05)

Landmark thresholds set to one, two, three and four days
−10.9±2.7(p < 0.001) −10.0±2.3(p < 0.01)

Rarity of action needed to increase chronobag score: twice per day
+0.4±1.0(p = 0.34) −2.5±2.3(p = 0.18)

Rarity of action needed to increase chronobag score: once per two days
+0.6±1.0(p = 0.29) +0.8±2.5(p = 0.40)

Only one level of chronobags (daily) used
+51.9±5.1(p < 0.001) +109.0±6.4(p < 0.001)

Two levels of chronobags used
+1.9±1.4(p = 0.11) +107.8±6.3(p < 0.001)

Initial chronobag capacity: 50 nodes
+51.3±5.9(p < 0.001) +58.7±7.1(p < 0.001)

Initial chronobag capacity: 100 nodes
+33.4±4.1(p < 0.001) +36.1±4.7(p < 0.001)

Initial chronobag capacity: 400 nodes
−16.6±1.4(p < 0.001) −9.3±2.4(p < 0.01)

Maximum schema combination count: 1
−0.1±1.8(p = 0.48) −3.9±1.5(p < 0.05)

Maximum schema combination count: 2
−2.7±4.1(p = 0.27) +0.5±2.6(p = 0.43)

Minimum count required to derive action: 3
+0.5±0.9(p = 0.30) −4.6±2.1(p < 0.05)

Minimum count required to derive action: 10
−1.9±1.1(p = 0.06) −5.1±2.4(p < 0.05)

Minimum percentage required to derive action: 10%
+4.1±1.0(p < 0.01) +0.8±2.2(p = 0.37)

Minimum percentage required to derive action: 60%
−1.9±1.2(p = 0.08) −3.8±2.1(p = 0.06)

Table 6.2: Average change in the number of forgotten nodes based on the
various parameter changes as compared to the results from the simulation
running with the default parameters. All values are shown as mean ± SEM.

in the number of false memories after first seven days following by the de-
crease in next fourteen days. While the second change is not high enough
to be statistically significant, we can still try to find some explanation
of this phenomenon. The reason behind this effect could be that as the
nodes start to get forgotten, they are being derived from the schema bag
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Average Change in Number of Correctly Remembered Nodes after
7 days 21 days

Exponential decrease of chronobag capacity over time
−119.1±5.3(p < 0.001) −121.5±5.0(p < 0.001)

Quadratic decrease of chronobag capacity over time
−1.6±1.5(p = 0.16) −4.9±9.1(p = 0.32)

Landmark thresholds set to one, two, three and four days
+11.0±2.7(p < 0.001) +13.0±9.4(p = 0.12)

Rarity of action needed to increase chronobag score: twice per day
−0.4±0.9(p = 0.36) +5.4±9.4(p = 0.31)

Rarity of action needed to increase chronobag score: once per two days
−0.4±3.7(p = 0.34) +2.0±7.7(p = 0.41)

Only one level of chronobags (daily) used
−51.8±5.1(p < 0.001) −106.2±4.1(p < 0.001)

Two levels of chronobags used
−1.8±1.3(p = 0.11) −104.8±3.8(p < 0.001)

Initial chronobag capacity: 50 nodes
−51.1±5.9(p < 0.001) −55.8±4.5(p < 0.001)

Initial chronobag capacity: 100 nodes
−33.4±4.1(p < 0.001) −33.1±4.4(p < 0.001)

Initial chronobag capacity: 400 nodes
+16.7±1.4(p < 0.001) +9.3±2.5(p < 0.01)

Maximum schema combination count: 1
−27.1±3.3(p < 0.001) −27.7±6.7(p < 0.001)

Maximum schema combination count: 2
−9.7±9.1(p = 0.16) +2.0±8.2(p = 0.42)

Minimum count required to derive action: 3
−9.6±2.0(p < 0.001) −2.7±7.4(p = 0.38)

Minimum count required to derive action: 10
−22.6±3.1(p < 0.001) −11.8±6.8(p = 0.07)

Minimum percentage required to derive action: 10%
+6.3±1.5(p < 0.001) +11.0±8.8(p = 0.15)

Minimum percentage required to derive action: 60%
−5.4±1.8(p < 0.01) −9.3±7.0(p = 0.13)

Table 6.3: Average change in the number of correctly remembered nodes based
on various parameter changes as compared tothe results from the simulation
running with the default parameters. All values are shown as mean ± SEM.

and some of these derivations can be incorrect resulting in the increase
in false memories. However over time deleting of more and more nodes
results in the deletion of entire episodes. And as there is no node in the
episode that could trigger the process of deriving nodes, there is the re-
sulting decrease in both correctly and incorrectly remembered memories.
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Average Change in Number of Falsely Remembered Nodes after
7 days 21 days

Exponential decrease of chronobag capacity over time
−2.97±0.98(p < 0.01) −7.92±2.51(p < 0.01)

Quadratic decrease of chronobag capacity over time
+2.14±1.17(p = 0.05) −1.92±2.47(p = 0.25)

Landmark thresholds set to one, two, three and four days
−1.36±1.02(p = 0.11) −3.83±2.45(p = 0.10)

Rarity of action needed to increase chronobag score: twice per day
+0.57±1.07(p = 0.31) −0.17±2.83(p = 0.48)

Rarity of action needed to increase chronobag score: once per two days
+2.21±1.39(p = 0.07) −1.33±3.53(p = 0.37)

Only one level of chronobags (daily) used
+2.57±1.19(p < 0.05) −6.42±2.41(p < 0.05)

Two levels of chronobags used
+2.00±1.78(p = 0.14) −6.42±2.37(p < 0.05)

Initial chronobag capacity: 50 nodes
+1.79±1.26(p = 0.10) −2.08±1.92(p = 0.17)

Initial chronobag capacity: 100 nodes
+2.36±1.25(p < 0.05) +0.08±2.92(p = 0.49)

Initial chronobag capacity: 400 nodes
−0.71±1.01(p = 0.25) −4.00±2.07(p = 0.05)

Maximum schema combination count: 1
−2.57±1.04(p < 0.05) −6.75±2.42(p < 0.05)

Maximum schema combination count: 2
−0.86±1.19(p = 0.24) −1.00±2.77(p = 0.38)

Minimum count required to derive action: 3
−1.07±0.65(p = 0.07) −1.50±3.36(p = 0.35)

Minimum count required to derive action: 10
−2.50±1.05(p < 0.05) −4.25±2.45(p = 0.08)

Minimum percentage required to derive action: 10%
+5.71±1.04(p < 0.001) +2.92±3.50(p = 0.23)

Minimum percentage required to derive action: 60%
+0.29±1.12(p = 0.41) −5.25±2.34(p < 0.05)

Table 6.4: Average change in the number of falsely remembered nodes based
on various parameter changes as compared to the results from the simulation
running with the default parameters. All values are shown as mean ± SEM.

If we lower the chronobag capacity even more and use exponential de-
crease of initial capacity, the changes will become evident, but less inter-
esting and all nodes will be eventually deleted from memory resulting in
absolutely no knowledge about agent’s past experiences.

- Putting the chronobag landmarks sooner will result in the lower num-
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ber of forgotten nodes as more nodes will make it to past the landmark
threshold and less nodes will be deleted. The decrease in false memories
is not statistically significant with p-value over 0.1, however again we
may assume that with less nodes being deleted, the decrease in incor-
rectly remembered memories is a direct result of more experiences being
recollected correctly.

- The usage of abstract chronobags is another factor that can result in
a significant change of the resulting values. Using fewer levels of abstract
chronobags will results in greatly increased forgetting. After one week
about half of the nodes get forgotten if only the daily chronobags are
used compared with the four levels. With the two levels of chronobags
being used, the change will not yet be significant after initial seven days.
However after three weeks most of the nodes get forgotten with either
one or two levels of chronobag used. The decrease is significant, but with
some nodes making it to the landmark chronobags, there is no complete
deletion of remembered nodes present in the data. When looking on the
number of false memories, we can see a significant increase after seven
day retention interval followed by even higher decrease after next fourteen
days. The mechanism behind this phenomenon is probably the same one
we already discussed with previous two parameters.

- Changing the initial capacity of chronobags has very simple effect
on the number of forgotten and remembered memories. Decreasing the
capacity will result in the significantly higher number of forgotten nodes,
while increasing the capacity will result in lower forgetting. Observing
the number of false memories can be more interesting, unfortunately the
change in the number of false memories is not statistically significant in
most cases. We can only guess that the mechanisms involved are again
the same ones discussed in previous points.

- Decreasing the maximum schema combination count from three to
two does not have any significant effect on the final results. The most
evident effect would be the decrease of correctly remembered nodes, still
even here the p-value of paired t-test is around 0.2. However the ef-
fects become interesting with further decrease of the schema combina-
tion count to one. At this point the conditional deriving of nodes cease
to exist and all the nodes are being derived solely on the number of times
they alone were executed. We start to see the significant decrease in both
correctly and incorrectly remembered memories. This suggests that our
mechanism for deriving nodes is working as expected and that we when
the nodes get deleted we are sometimes able to derive its presence with
the use of schemas. It also suggests that this is one of the reasons why
false memories sometimes appear in our agent’s memory. Quite peculiar
is the fact that less false memories were created when the schema com-
bination count was set to one and the deriving of nodes only relied on
single counts. From this information we can deduce that better utiliza-
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tion of schemes results in the higher number of derived nodes, but does
not necessarily increase the accuracy of the process.

- Next parameters to discuss are the requirements on minimum node
counts and probability required to derive it from the schema bag.
Observed trend seem to be that the higher requirements result in the
decrease of both correctly and falsely remembered memories as less nodes
will get derived from the schemas. Though the conclusion here is not
unquestionable. We see that decreasing the required percentage to derive
the node from 30% to 10% does not result in any statistically significant
change after three weeks of simulation. Possible answer to question why
the change seems to be significant after one week simulation and of almost
of no significance after three weeks can be hidden behind the set of input
data that can update the schemes during the middle two weeks in a way
that would cause the nodes passing 10% probability threshold of deriving
also pass the 30% threshold. Still, the real reason is somehow mystified
by the complex processes occurring in our memory during the simulation
of agent’s life.

- Finally we can notice that changing how rare do nodes need to be to
contribute to the overall chronobag score and thus increase its capacity,
does not have a significant effect on our results.

6.2 Creation of False Memories

The main purpose of this experiment is to show that the implementation
of our model is able to produce the false memories as they can be seen in the
real life. The most basic goal is to get our agent answer incorrectly to some
memory query and this answer cannot be just a result of simple forgetting but
it has to be the result of mechanisms described in chapter 4.

Most of the researches dealing with the false memories that we came to
contact with were somehow related to the testimonies in the court. They have
shown how easily and predictably can the memories of the eyewitnesses be al-
tered by various post-sensation processes. One example of such post-sensation
process can be the exact wording of the question querying the seen event. It
was showed that asking about one car hitting another vehicle and asking about
the same car smashing into it will result into quite different answers provided
by eyewitnesses. This example and mentioned topic is described in more detail
in section 2.4 and in the publication dealing with the eyewitness testimonies
by Loftus et al. in [21]. To us however, this type of false memory is not that
interesting because it is closely related to the way how the question is asked.
In our model, querying the memory cannot permanently alter its content. Ac-
tual remembered events are only altered during the forgetting phase when our
agent sleeps or during the recollection when details of episodes are reformed
from existing schemes.

Another separate set of experiments dealing with the false memories that
did not alter the desired response by a specific way of querying for it, in-
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cludes the experiments where the subjects were asked if they have seen some
word in a list presented to them. The lists of words during such experiments
shared one particular topic with the prerequisite that the one word related
to all other words (usually the topic itself) was missing in the list. Common
phenomenon appearing during the experiments with DRM-lists was that the
subjects would consciously recollect the related word among those presented
to them [32]. While these experiments can be may seem to be related to our
research we cannot take advantage of the data provided because they deal with
the time frames of minutes or mostly hours and we need the minimum age of
memories to be at least one day if we want them to pass through the processes
implemented in our model of agent’s memory.

6.2.1 Hypothesis

However we were able to find at least one experiment performed on human
memory that researched the false memories, includes the data from our desired
time frame, and does not contain any intentional interference to the memory
itself. It was performed by Furman et al and it is described in [14]. In their
research, the scientists showed a narrative film to a random group of subjects
and asked them questions about it later. The film itself was about 27 minutes
long and the questions were asked at different time intervals ranging from
three hours to nine months. Fortunately the retention intervals also included
two time frames relevant to our model - they queried the subjects one and
three weeks after the initial projection.

The responses they received were categorized according the involved pro-
cesses to different types as recalls, recognitions a plain guesses. In our model we
did not implement any processes for the recognition of forgotten information.
Our model incorporates a process of deriving a partial episode but it is very
trivial and serves more as a storage saving process than a process for inferring
logical consequences. For this reason we are going to exclude the reconstructed
and guess data from the numbers relevant to our experiment. Therefore we
will be mostly interested in the category of direct recall. This data describes
the cues actually stored in the memory that can be recollected without the
need of reconstruction of given event.

The researchers asked the subjects 77 questions related to the plot, re-
lationships and details. Since in our model we are encoding all information
available to us including both actions and smaller details we are going to as-
sume that the set of questions can be simulated by querying all encoded nodes
in our memory. In our memory we do not have any special logic differentiating
between the nodes based on the item they are representing, high level infor-
mation and the details do not get different treatment when it gets to storing
information in the memory or retrieving it during querying. Therefore we are
going to try to replicate the overall results from one week and three week re-
tention periods as proposed by in the mentioned research. We are not going to
look on partial results for the questions of one type only, e.g. questions about
relationships.
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With the data available it is evident that we cannot replicate asking the
exact same questions as in the research of Furman et al. Even if we did have
the complete movie script and the exact wording of all questions to work
with, creating an equivalent input in the form of agent simulation would be a
mammoth task beyond the scope of this work. Thus we will not be interested in
the actual values coming out from the experiment. We do not want to restrict
our the queries to exactly 77 questions equally spaced between gist and details.
Instead we are going to try to simulate the trends that happen with memories
over time. We have data available from the retention intervals of one and three
weeks covering both the general topics and the details and we are going to look
how these data change between the two retention intervals. More specifically
we have the number of correctly and falsely remembered items available in one
and three week periods and we are going to replicate the way how they change
over time.

Figure 6.2: Number of correct and false answers as a function of time from the
research performed by Furman et al.

We will be taking image 6.2 as our source. In it we can see that after
one week the subjects still remember answers to most of the questions they
were asked. They also remember some false memories, but the amount of false
memories is much smaller than the amount of correct memories. Even though
our test is not the exact replication of this experiment, we will still want to hold
this true. Because we are using a different input data and asking a different
question we will not want to receive exactly same amount of correct and false
answers. For our test to be successful it is sufficient that our first measured
time interval is not producing extreme values. For this we will want to ensure
that we will have both remembered and forgotten memories in the results of
one week simulation of our model and that the number of falsely remembered
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memories will be non-zero but lower than the number of correctly remembered
memories.

In our source experiment the number of correct recalls decreases between
the retention periods one week and three week, while the number of false mem-
ories slowly increases over time. In the image we can see that the number of
correctly remembered memories dropped from 27 to 19 representing a 30 per-
cent decrease. In the same time interval the average number of false memories
increased from 2.7 to 3.3 representing a 22 percent increase. Even though our
experiment is not a precise replication of the one with seeing a film in our
source data, we are going to assume that the change applied to the memories
over time can be replicated even on a different set of input data. We tried
to feed our memory with a various type of inputs and we are going to try to
parameterize our model to mimic the effects of time on memories that can be
seen in the source experiment. We are going search for a set of parameters
that will result in a decrease of correctly remembered memories close to 30%
between the retention intervals of one and three weeks. We will also want to
see an increase in the number of false memories in a number close to 22%. We
will consider our results good if they will not differ from these values by more
than ten percentage points.

To sum up, we will consider our experiment a success if we find the param-
eters for our model where running a simulation on the general long-term data
will result in the output meeting the following conditions:

- Not all items will be remembered after one week.

- There will be less false memories than correct memories after the reten-
tion period of one week.

- Number of correctly remembered items will decrease by 20 - 40 percent
between the retention intervals of one week and three weeks.

- Number of false memories will increase by 12 - 32 percent between the
retention intervals of one week and three weeks, but at a slower rate than
did the number of correct memories decrease.

6.2.2 Method

First idea how to gather the wanted data may be to try out all possible
combinations of the parameters and find out which set leaves us with the best
results. Such tests require having a lot of input data and careful examination
of results after various different intervals of the simulation. With the wide
range of parameters, non-triviality of memory retention process and long time
required to actually simulate the agent’s life in the virtual environment, we will
try to avoid doing a brute-force scan of full space of all possible combinations
of parameters.

When performing the experiment we are going to build up on the con-
clusions obtained in section 6.1. In fact with whole notion of exploring the
parameters we were already thinking about our main experiment with false
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memories. For this experiment it is crucial to know how changing individual
parameters affect the number of correct and false memories of our agent. Cur-
rent experiment will require us to direct our attention on the number of falsely
as well as correctly remembered memories.

We are going to make one assumption that should help us greatly decrease
the time needed to perform our experiment with low risk of actually missing
the best set of parameters we are looking for. We will rely on the notion that if a
change in some parameter affects the end results in some way, the same change
in the parameter will not have the opposite effect on the results when different
values of the remaining parameters are used. We can accept the scenario if
sometimes a parameter change has one effect on the end results and at other
time there is no effect on the results.

With this assumption we can start searching for our final set of parameters
in some point and by changing the parameters individually and use the hill
climbing method [31] to get to the locally best set of parameters. Provided our
assumption is correct, this will also be the sought set from the global domain.

As our starting point we will pick the default parameters we used for the
development of our model. In this set there are all parameters in the reasonable
interval without any values being too low or too high. Such extreme values
would be those either not having any effect on the results at all or overriding
the effects of remaining parameters. For example setting the chronobag size to
zero will automatically cause our agent to forget everything, on the other hand
having the chronobag size higher than the number of inputs our agent sees will
not change the final results as the agent already remembers everything.

Each time we perform a simulation with one set of parameters we will
be running simultaneous experiments on 10 different input data. During the
analysis of effects of the parameter change we will be looking on the number of
correctly remembered and the number of imported (false) memories. We will
also pay attention to the total (both forgotten and remembered) number of
nodes arriving to agent’s memory during the simulation, but this number is
based only on the input itself and the parameters do not have any effect on
this number. However, it will help us identify the extreme scenarios such as
those where the agent forgets none of his previous memories.

When searching for the optimum set of parameters we will apply the same
rules as we did when we were playing with the parameters previously. We will
run each simulation for seven days followed by the desired retention interval
in order to prevent running the experiments with empty schema-bag.

Starting from one set of parameters we will change one parameter a time
and if we arrive to better results we will continue with the adjusting parameters
from this new point. If the new results are not better than the previous ones,
we will disregard the new set of parameters and continue with the adjusting
of previous set.

With the use of the hill-climbing method, we will finally arrive to a point
where any change in the parameters does not improve our results, bringing us
closer into the range specified in the hypothesis. At this point we will declare
our results final and we will note the parameters we used for getting these
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results.
In the end we will compare the results we obtained by the simulation four

weeks of our agent’s life with the values from the real-life experiment about
people seeing a movie and we will find out if our final results are acceptable
and if our hypothesis was confirmed.

6.2.3 Experiment Results

During our experiment we are tracking the increase or decrease in both
correct and false memories between the retention intervals of seven and twenty-
one days.

At our starting point we are using the default parameters and the data
receive with this set is listed in the table 6.5.

After 7 days After 21 days percentage change

Correctly remembered nodes 119.1 125.6 +5.46%
Falsely memories 2.78 7.29 +162%

Table 6.5: Table showing the average numbers of forgotten, remembered and
false memories after the first module run with the default parameters

We can see that this point is pretty far from our desired values. Therefore
we have been performing the updates of parameters are running number of
simulations with each parameter changed in order to arrive to better results.
In the end we finally settled on the following set of parameters:

- Forgetting curve coefficient = 1.3 (between linear and quadratic decrease
rate)

- Maximum number of the chronobag levels = 3

- Landmark thresholds = 10, 20, 40 days

- Minimum rarity of action needed to increase the chronobag score = once
per day

- Initial chronobag capacity = 200 nodes

- Maximum schema combination count = 2

- Minimum count needed to derive the action = 2

- Minimum percentage needed to derive the action = 30%

With this set of parameters we arrived to the average changes in the number
of correctly and incorrectly remembered memories presented in the table 6.6.

These data finally fell into the range specified by our hypothesis. Compar-
ison of our results with the source data taken from the experiment of Furman
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After 7 days After 21 days percentage change

Correctly remembered nodes 102.4 78.1 −23.7%
Falsely memories 2.19 2.87 +31.4%

Table 6.6: Table showing the average numbers of forgotten, remembered and
false memories after the first module run with the final set of parameters

and colleagues are shown in figure 6.3. In this graph we can see that the de-
creasing trend between the first and third week is similar in our data and in
the data from the original experiment. Difference in absolute values is expected
because we did not ask our agent the same number of questions as Furman
and colleagues asked the subjects in their study.

Figure 6.3: Number of correct and incorrect recalls after one and three week
retention periods based on the data from our experiment and the experiment
performed by Furman et al. [14, p. 151]. The results are shown as mean ±
SEM.

While the overall trends are reasonably matching the target data, we must
say that in this case our agent showed less overall forgetting. In the original
research subjects answered less than half of 77 questions correctly, in our case
the average number of queried nodes equaled 130, meaning that our agent still
remembered over half of the answers after three weeks.

6.2.4 Experiment Conclusion

When we look back on our hypothesis, we find the four conditions we tried
to meet in while performing this experiment. These are

- Not all items will be remembered after one week.

- There will be less false memories than correct memories after the reten-
tion period of one week.
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- Number of correctly remembered items will decrease by 20 - 40 percent
between retention intervals of one week and three weeks.

- Number of false memories will increase by 12 - 32 percent between the
retention intervals of one week and three weeks, but at a slower rate than
did the number of correct memories decrease.

It can be seen that with our final results we have met all four of our criteria.
After our week we had on average 20 nodes forgotten by our agent satisfying
the first condition. With slightly over two imported memories on average after
the retention period of one week, it is clear that the second condition is also
satisfied. In next two conditions we received nearly swapped values. However
in both cases we met the ten percentage points limit imposed at the start of
the experiment.

While not being able to replicate the exact results from the experiments
performed on the human memory we were successful in getting very close and
replicate very similar trends in memories over time. With using a very different
type of memories and a different query method these results can be deemed
acceptable and we can safely state that our memory is able to produce the
false memories and these false memories show the similar characteristics as
false memories that appear in the memory of humans.

With final set of parameters our agent remembered much higher portion of
events, however our goal was to match the trends in the changes of correct and
incorrect answers. We did not try to match the overall percentage of correct
answers.

6.3 Objects in a Room

In the next experiment we will be performing the experiment that is cen-
tered on the role of schemes in our memory model. Our experiment will be
based on the research done by Brewer and Treyens and published in [4]. We
will try find out what parameters need to be set before our model can produce
results that are similar to those received in a research performed on humans
and we will describe and compare these results in a discussion.

6.3.1 Original Research

The original experiment was already briefly mentioned in the section 2.2.
Before formulating any hypothesis of our own experiments, let us take more
detailed look into the original study performed on actual human memory.

In the original research Brewer and Treyens took a group of students into
a graduate student’s office and let them wait there for 35 seconds. Later they
asked them what objects were present in the office. After analyzing the re-
sponses they arrived to following conclusions [4]:

1. Schema expectancy was positively correlated with recall and recognition.
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2. Expected objects were inferred in recall.

3. Saliency was positively correlated with recall and recognition for present
objects.

4. Saliency was negatively correlated with recognition for non-present ob-
jects.

Years later, Lampinen et al. [18] revisited the original experiment and in
additional to immediate testing, they tested part of the subject group after
48-hour delay. Apart from reproducing the original results they also showed
that false remember judgments rose dramatically after the 48-hour retention
interval.

Our memory model has numerous limitations and obviously cannot com-
pletely simulate the human memory, thus we cannot replicate the experiment
completely. However we can still try to reproduce several of the findings pre-
sented in the original research.

6.3.2 Hypothesis

In our test we will want agent to observe a room and remember the objects
seen in it. Moreover we will want to take into account existing schemes created
during previous visits of similar rooms.

In the room there will be several common objects that are usually found in
the similar rooms and a few rare objects that are not found inside the rooms
very often.

We will be asking the agent about the items seen in the room and analyzing
the answers. Obviously the answers will be heavily dependent on the model
parameters. We are not going to be very interested in points where agent can
remember all items correctly or remember no items at all. On the other hand
we are going to look on the areas with a portion of items being forgotten or
incorrectly recalled.

We will be tweaking two parameters of the model related to remembering
of the objects. The first parameter is the maximum object score. Objects are
assigned a score value based on uniqueness of occurrence of the object in
each slot. Increasing its maximum score will lead to increase in the average
object score and in slower forgetting of objects as they will be deleted from
the chronobags later than remaining episode nodes. The second parameter we
are going to play with is the occurrence probability required for an object to
derive from the schemas. If the schemas claim that the object was used with
every execution of an action then the probability of its occurrence equals one
and it will always be derived from schemes if previously deleted.

With the above being said we would like to notice following observations
in the results from our model:

- Higher object score will result in lower number of forgotten items.

- Lower required probability will result in more items being recalled.
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- With high required probability (no reliance on the schema during recall),
rare items will be forgotten last.

- With low required probability (high reliance on the schema during recall),
rare items will be forgotten first as common items will be derived from
the schemas.

- Common items will be first to be incorrectly recalled.

- Number of false judgments will rise with in the simulations of the longer
retention periods.

These five points cover the first two conclusions from the original research.
If we make an assumption that the unique objects rarely seen in an average
office are more salient, we are also covering the point three. Unfortunately we
cannot replicate the conclusion number four from the original experiment as
our agent is only capable of recalling the previous experiences but is not able
to simulate the recognition process.

6.3.3 Method

In order to acquire results of the room schema experiment it is required
that the agent can perform observe room action. This action requires number
of objects to be present near the agent and thus it is problematic to simulate
it in our virtual environment. Therefore we will have these actions added into
the existing stream of input events and we may have our agent remember
performing it anytime during the day. The advantage of this approach is that
it is easy to attach the long list of different objects to each execution of such
action.

Once this prerequisite is met, it is need to create the appropriate schema
in agent’s memory. We are going to define various different regular and rare
items and we will have our agent visit several rooms filled with mostly common
items and thus build the appropriate schema for the observe room action.

There will be a total of fifteen regular items available of which we will
randomly pick nine to fill in the contents of the observed rooms. Apart from
the regular items each room will be supplemented with more two rare items
randomly picked from twenty-five unique items.

Once the observe events are created we will have our agent visit one room
each day for twenty days to fill the schema bag with enough data. The observe
events will be added into the middle of events experienced by the agent and
they will be experienced each day at noon.

When running the simulation we will fill our memory with generated events
spanning through three weeks of agent’s lifetime. During the simulation we will
be keeping the trace of the actual objects present in the room last observed
by the agent, and once we ask the agent about the recollection of the objects
from the room, we will be comparing the retrieved objects with the actual list
of items in the room.
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In the original experiment the researchers asked the subjects about their
recollection after thirty-five minutes. In our case it does not make sense to use
the identical retention interval as our agent does not actually forget anything
based on elapsed minutes but based on the number of memory reorganizations
performed during the night. Therefore if we want our agent to forget at least
some of seen objects, we need to query his memory the at least the next day
after visiting the room. On the other hand with one day retention interval we
are way past the original time frame of just over half hour. Therefore we are
going to run our query the very next day after visit to the room with objects.

In the same way we will also ask the agent about the objects seen in the
room two days ago in order to receive the results after 48-hour retention in-
terval.

For each simulation we are going to look on the exact objects there were
correctly remembered, forgotten or incorrectly recalled by the agent.

6.3.4 Results

After running the simulation with various values we were able to rule out
the parameter ranges that gave us uninteresting results. We found out that
with the maximum object node score set above the value thirty-five, there
was virtually no forgetting present in the results. Similarly with maximum
object node score below thirty, almost all items were forgotten and the objects
recalled by agent were all generated from the room schema. Therefore we ran
the simulation for the maximum object node scores of 30, 32, 33 and 35.

For the minimum probability required to derive object we wanted to try a
wider range of values. We excluded only very low values because we did not
want the agent to recall any object he has ever seen in some room. Thus we
will be running our experiment for the probability values between 0.4 and 1.0.
With probability equal to one, only items actually present in the room can be
derived from schemes, so we the simulation will be very close to the simulation
running without the use of schema bag.

Actual numbers of forgotten and incorrectly recollected items are listed in
tables 6.7 and 6.8. The values are averages of results from three simulation
runs.

We also looked on the number of incorrect recalls after 48-hour retention
period. The experiment was run with sixteen different combinations of param-
eters. In thirteen of these simulations we encountered increase in the number
of incorrect recalls, while the decrease in incorrect recalls we encountered only
once.

6.3.5 Discussion

With the results available, let us look at our original hypothesis.
In the table 6.7 we can see that higher maximum object score results in

less forgotten items as the values are decreasing from left to right.
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We can also see in both tables that with lower probability required to derive
the objects, the agent recalls more items. In the first table values are decreasing
from top to bottom meaning there is less forgotten items and therefore more
correctly recalled items. Moreover the number of incorrectly recalled items is
also increasing with lower probability, making the number of recalled items
even higher.

These findings clearly support the first two statements from our hypothesis.
Next we wanted to see that with high required probability, rare items will

be forgotten last. To validate this assumption, we have to look on the first
row of table 6.7 with number of forgotten items. We can see that in the top
right cell there is a result of simulation where no forgetting occurred. As we
decrease the maximum object node score and proceed through the table to
the left, forgetting starts to appear and as expected we see common items
being forgotten first. Only in the leftmost cell there are some rare items being
forgotten, however in that place there are no items remembered anymore. In
the results of simulation performed with maximum object score of thirty-two
there is only no item out of the nine common items remembered, while both
of rare items are still remembered.

On the other hand with low required probability we expected to see the
different results. We assumed that with these settings, the number of forgotten
rare items will be actually higher than the number of forgotten common items.
To validate this assumption we need to look on the other rows in the table 6.7.
In the table it is visible that as the probability is decreasing, the number of
forgotten common items is decreasing. This happens because they are being
derived from the schemas after they are forgotten. However that only means
that the phenomenon of common items being easier to forget is diminishing,
but we wanted not only to see that phenomenon disappear, but we wanted the
opposite effect to occur. For this we need to look on the results in the bottom
left corner of the table run with the minimum object deriving probability of
0.4 and the maximum object score equal to 30. At this point the agent has
successfully recalled all common objects, but forgotten both rare objects, thus
validating our assumption that we will see higher number of forgotten rare
items than forgotten common items.

The next part of our hypothesis stated that the common objects will be
incorrectly recalled more often than the rare ones. This is clearly visible in
the table 6.8 listing the number of incorrectly recalled items. These results are
showing the same phenomenon that caused the students to recall the expected
objects in the original experiment with human memory.

Lastly with the number of incorrect recollections increasing over 48 hours,
we encountered the same trend as in the revisited experiment by Lampinen
and colleagues.

All five statements of our hypothesis were supported the experimental data.
We can therefore say that we managed to replicate the effects of room schemata
mentioned in experiment performed on human memory. Our experiment was
not exact copy of the original one, as we had to make several adjustments to
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retrieve comparable data, however once the data was available, we have seen
similar phenomenons as were the ones mentioned in the original research.

6.4 Dating Errors

Having finished the two experiments we wanted to perform, we are going to
include one small bonus experiment with reproducing a phenomenon we might
be able to create by correctly parameterizing our model.

6.4.1 Source Data

Some researches dealing with the ability of people to date the experienced
events suggest that the dating errors are not smoothly spread over the possible
spectrum, but rather appear most often as the multiples of seven days. Actual
data from [19] are shown on the figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: Distribution of dating errors in two independent researches taken
from [19], tested 1 week after a 3-4 month diary period. Data taken from [19,
p. 151].

In this experiment we will be trying to reproduce the 7 day peaks appearing
in the original graph. Our simulation will only run for four weeks but it should
be enough to create an effect where the peak should be visible for the 7 day
error. We do not expect to see the other peaks because the errors they represent
are too big in respect to the total duration of the simulation.
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6.4.2 Retrieving Results from Memory

To receive the data relevant for the desired experiment we need to query
the memory for a large number of specific events. In our simulation the agent
followed a regular plan with the majority of his actions being executed more
than once. It is problematic to clearly specify one episode agent should look
for. Obviously we cannot ask him about the general events, like when did he
sleep nor can we specify the events by its time of execution, like when did he
attend the yesterday concert.

Therefore we will build the custom query and ask when he last executed a
given goal. Running this query for each top-level goal in a decision tree only
provide us with limited number of retrievals but these are spread between the
ordinary and rare episodes.

To gather the data, following steps will be performed.

1. Memory will be configured for specific settings.

2. Memory structures will be filled with the pre-generated events.

3. Last time of execution of each top level goal will be stored separately.

4. After the simulation a query will be asked about the last execution of all
top level goals.

5. All retrieved answers need to be compared with the correct results and
summarized in one table.

Furthermore if the desired information cannot be retrieved for the memory
and the agent does not remember when was the last time he performed a given
goal, the result is ignored. This happens for the goals never performed by the
agent and the goals that were performed and forgotten as the dating error is
not available in any of these cases.

The final answers are generated mostly according the age of chronobags
containing the desired episodes. This age does not have to always be just a
single specific day. To generate some dating errors, we will actually want the
age of chronobags to stretch over a period of several days.

If during the dating some event the agent returns a range of several days,
we will treat each of these days as equally probably, however the weight of
each answer will be divided by the number of different days returned in the
answer. Thus if the agent answers one question with correct day and another
one with the day range of ± one day around the correct answer, we will split
the second result into three partial answers. First partial answer will represent
the dating error of one day oriented to the past, second partial answer will be
correct one and third partial answer will again give a dating error of one day,
this time towards the future. Accumulated dating errors will then consist of 4

3

of correct answers and 2
3

of answers mistaken by one day.
So far the answers retrieved from agent’s memory would generate a smooth

relationship between the different dating errors. Clearly in order to generate
desired peaks, we need to incorporate the days of week into the equation.
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The information regarding day of week can be either connected to the
actual episode node representing desired top level goal as an affordance of
specific type or it can be retrieved from the schema bag. In the case when
it is retrieved as an affordance from an episode in a chronobag, we are going
to consider this information as definitive and only return the days matching
with the day of week. Thus Tuesday ten to twenty days ago could become for
example Tuesday eleven or eighteen days ago.

Information from the schema bag will not be taken as definitive but higher
probability of experiencing the event on some day of week should alter the
final result for those answers that do not contain the information about day
of week stored as an affordance in a chronobag.

6.4.3 Parameterization of a Model and Generated Data

With the default memory parameters, the wanted effect was not seen in
the final data. All the queried memories happened too recently and many of
them could still be found in daily chronobags. The overall dating error was
therefore very small and no responses generated errors of seven days or more
where the effect should be seen.

In order to create the peak effect, we tried to increase forgetting for daily
chronobags by lowering their landmark threshold. We increased the span of
abstract chronobags by making them even more abstract, so they could contain
the episodes from a time period of seven days or more. Tweaking of the memory
by changing the parameters finally led to the results where the desired effect
could be seen. The results were obtained by the use of following parameters:

- Maxchronobagslevel set to 3 (daily chronobags and two levels of abstract
chronobags)

- Rangeofabstractchronobags set to 10 and 20 days

- Landmarkthresholds set to 3, 7 and 11 for each chronobag level respec-
tively (meaning the level two chronobags would become landmarks when
their age hit 7-17 days)

With these settings we were able to generate the dating errors shown in the
table 6.9. The data is the aggregated results based on 17 queries asked during
single run of a four week simulation.

Correct dating of an episode 97.06%
Dating error of 1-6 days 0%
Dating error of 7 days 2.94%

Dating error of 8 or more days 0%

Table 6.9: Table showing the frequency of dating errors generated by our mem-
ory module
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Chapter 7

Future Work

As it is often the case with designing the prototype models there is plenty
room for new features, tests or improvement of the existing components. With
more time available and enough effort, basically any part of the work could be
further improved.

One possible improvement is not even related to the implementation of
our model, rather it is related to the design of the virtual environment that
provides the input events for our memory module. It can always be more
detailed with additional objects available for agent’s use. Additional actions
available for the agent to perform can be designed and all the goals can provide
increased variety of actions satisfying the goal. Lowering the time required for
the agent to find the required objects by improving the short-term memory or
the exploring mechanism could also lead to better results.

Next set of possible improvements is related to the design of memory
model itself. There were several improvements brainstormed while designing
the model that are not included in the current implementation. First, there can
be improved handling of the node order or the episode order included in the
model. Currently the schema bag does not keep information about the order
of node executions nor the order of episodes. With this information available
we would be able to reconstruct episodes with increased precision. Second, we
could implement some process of deriving the episodes that were already com-
pletely deleted. Currently, the episode can be derived pretty well from just the
top-level goal, however once last-node is deleted, it can never be recollected
again. And last, we may want update the design of episode trees by allowing
different episodes to share common sub-episodes. It can result in the decreased
size of memory structures and different recall of the experienced events.

In the area of experiments we could always search for more replicable ex-
periments performed on human memory. And even if we could not find ones
from the desired time frame we could run the existing experiments for more
days or more times. We could also design new experiments where we could
for example try to match various retention curves or we could aim the effort
on analyzing how the hardware requirements of memory module change with
different parameter values used by the model.

Furthermore we could make our agent tell a story about his experiences
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and have some volunteers rate the believability of the recalls. We could tweak
the algorithm selecting the nodes to be forgotten first and find a point where
the nodes considered to be important by people would be forgotten last.

And last but not least we could always improve the interface for browsing
the memory content in a form of either better visualizer for chronobags or a
new module giving us options to run various queries, like the ones with recalling
the stories, from real-time memory contents.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

In this work we designed and implemented a prototype of a module of
autobiographical memory for the virtual agents. We started with an already
functional virtual agent that could move independently through a virtual town
created in the Unreal Tournament engine and we used the events experienced
by this agent as input for our memory.

In our model we had the agent remember the experienced episodes in
the form of and-or trees grouped by similar age into the structures called
chronobags. We also implemented a special schema bag cumulating all experi-
enced episodes that is able to provide us with the scripts for average episodes.
In our model we implemented the mechanisms for forgetting and for deriving
episode details based on the information available in the schema bag. During
the implementation we gave attention to a phenomenon of false memories,
we wanted our model to create incorrect recollections that would share the
characteristics with similar recollections from human memory.

Once the memory prototype was implemented we tested it by performing
several experiments. First we tried to replicate the results of experiment called
”They saw a movie”, where subjects where shown a short film projection and
were asked questions about it later. We did not have our agent watch a movie
but rather we questioned him about his previous experiences after different
retention intervals and we have seen a few false memories emerge. As seen in
the original experiment we have replicated decrease in the number of correctly
remembered memories and increase in the number of false memories over time.

Next we performed an experiment in which we tried to notice the existence
of room schemata and the effects they predict. The experiment was successful
as we had our agent visit various rooms and according to our assumptions
agent often recollected seeing objects that were not present in the room, but
were pretty often found in similar places.

Last we were able to simulate an effect of seven days errors in dating the
experienced events that is often observed in human memory.

With all the experiments proving the results we expected, we can conclude
that we have successfully designed and implemented the module for episodic
memory that is able to produce the false memories with the properties similar
to the false memories appearing in human memory.
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Appendix A

CD-ROM contents

- The text of this thesis

- Jar file with compiled memory module prepared to run the false memory

- Memory module sources

- Sample input files for running the experiments

- Documentation describing the classes and methods in the memory mod-
ule

- Raw data from the experiments performed on the module

- Sample schedules for our virtual agent

- Manual on interfacing with the memory module
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